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. . . to increase mutual understanding between the people of the United States and the people of other countries . . . 
to strengthen the ties which unite us with other nations . . . to promote international cooperation . . . and thus to assist in the 
development of friendly, sympathetic, and peaceful relations between the United States and the other countries of the world.
The purpose of the Fulbright Program from the Fulbright-Hays Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961

I have written annual reports for Fulbright Austria for over twenty years now, 
and this one is in a new format. Reports like this one are always difficult to 
write, and the more complicated they get, the harder they are to read, so I 
will try to keep it simple. Treat this report as a series of stories and pictures 
that illustrate what the Fulbright Program does. The language we use as 
administrators to document the program actually contributes to concealing 
what this program is all about. As an academic exchange program that 
empowers individual citizens to act as agents of international cooperation 
and understanding, the Fulbright Program ultimately is not about revenues 
or numbers and lists of grantees. As important and impressive as those things 
might be, the Fulbright Program is about people.

The complex history and institutional mechanics of the Austrian-American 
Fulbright Program also do not readily lend themselves to simplification. 
However, the ideas that inspired the founder of this program—J. William 
Fulbright, a junior senator from the state of Arkansas—and the needs it was 
conceived to address are timeless and simple in their urgency. Fulbright 
witnessed the unprecedented violence of World War II, a conflict that ended 
with another unprecedented act of violence: the bombing of Hiroshima, 
which ushered in the advent of the nuclear age with its portentous capacity 
for mass destruction.  

After World War II, Fulbright shared the fundamental insights of those 
statesmen who understood that any sustainable postwar global order pro-
mising democracy, prosperity, peace, and collective security for the future 
would have to be grounded in new forms of international understanding and 
cooperation. Based on his own personal experience as a genuinely parochial 
Southerner who had had the good fortune to receive a Rhodes Scholarship 
to Oxford in the mid-1920s, Fulbright knew how living and studying abroad 
had transformed the way he saw himself, the United States, and the world. 
As an educator and internationalist, he understood the necessity of getting to 
know each other better in an increasingly smaller and interdependent world 
in order to avoid conflict, sustain peace, and enhance international cooperation. 
As a senator and a legislator, he had the inspired idea of establishing one 

educational and cultural exchange program sponsored by the US government 
and initially funded it with windfall revenues from the sale of US wartime 
surpluses overseas. This program was to reach many countries at the same 
time by facilitating a series of reciprocal bilateral exchanges for citizens to 
and from the United States and abroad, and it included not only the United 
States’ allies and friends, large and small, but also its former enemies.

Fulbright was convinced that “educational exchange can turn nations into 
people, contributing as no other form of communication can to the  
humanizing of international relations.” He believed that “no part of our 
foreign policy does more to make international relations human relations 
and to encourage attitudes of empathy, the rare and wonderful ability to see 
the world as others see it.” The Fulbright Program is about people, and it is 
about empathy.

This report will also show you how one of the unique requirements of the 
Fulbright Act of 1946—the creation of binational Fulbright commissions 
to institutionalize partnerships with countries interested in participating in 
the program—provided the basis for the program’s resilience and enduring 
success in Austria. The conclusion of executive agreements between the 
United States and countries interested in participating in the program called 
for the establishment of equally unique binational educational commissions. 
Americans and foreign nationals appointed by their respective governments 
to serve on their boards shared responsibility for planning and executing  
bilateral Fulbright exchanges—thus making participating countries partners 
in this reciprocal enterprise from the very start—although the US govern-
ment and American colleges and universities provided almost all of the 
funding and support for the Fulbright Program in its foundational years in  
the late 1940s and 1950s. 

The Fulbright-Hays Act of 1961 reconfigured how the program was financed 
after the initial windfall revenues related to the sale of US wartime surpluses 
overseas were exhausted. Fulbright-Hays provided for direct annual  
US government funding for the program from the federal budget, and 

People, Empathy, and Partners
Photo © Petra spiola

it ingeniously extended the Fulbright Program’s trademark philosophy of 
binationalism to the program’s funding by inviting participating countries to 
share the costs of the program in the future too. The Republic of Austria was 
among those countries that immediately seized this opportunity, and it has 
distinguished itself as an enthusiastic partner in this respect ever since. Joint 
governmental support for the Fulbright Program peaked during the funding 
heydays of the Fulbright Program in the 1980s and after the end of the Cold 
War. However, it began to deteriorate in the mid-1990s, an era characterized 
by budget cuts and by the downsizing of government programs in the US 
as well as increasingly restrictive public spending for education all over the 
world, coupled with constantly climbing costs.

Fulbright Austria responded to these new realities by adopting an increa-
singly entrepreneurial approach to fulfilling its mandate. It extended the 
foundational Fulbright idea of a program based on governmental partner-
ships to include an increasing number of public, semi-public, and private 
institutional partners on both sides of the Atlantic. The annual core funding 
that Fulbright Austria receives from its two governmental sponsors today 
essentially serves as starting capital. Fulbright Austria uses this core support 
to create and broker opportunities and to leverage additional support for 
its grantees, and the annual return on this investment is high. Austria has a 
large Fulbright Program for a small country because Fulbright Austria has 
so many fine public-public and public-private partners, and we are truly 
indebted to them for their support. The Fulbright Program is about people 
and partners. 

The challenges the world faces have changed dramatically since the inception 
of the Fulbright Program in 1946, and they have grown in number, size, and 
complexity. The origins of the most pressing problems we confront today—  
such as transnational migration or climate change—are global, and all efforts  
to address them must be international. This simple fact underlines the 
enduring importance of what the Fulbright Program does and how it works. 
Senator Fulbright once modestly observed that the purpose of the program 
that bears his name was “to bring a little more knowledge, a little more 

reason, and a little more compassion into world affairs.” Today, in a world 
characterized by alternate facts, fake news, violent extremism, and institutional 
crises, we need a lot more than a little more of all of those things.

Finally, pressure on discretionary funding for education in federal budgets 
everywhere is growing, and the increasing costs of education are relentless. 
To address the challenges of this double bind, Fulbright Austria recently 
reached out to the alumnae and alumni of its programs for the first time to 
call on their support so that Fulbright Austria can continue to provide op-
portunities to an upcoming generation of Fulbrighters like the ones its alums 
enjoyed in the past. Fulbright Austria’s new fundraising and development 
efforts will be among the highlights featured for the first time in this report. 

The appreciation that members of the Fulbright Austria community have 
shown for the program has been touching. The very first contribution that we 
received through our online donor portal was €20, and it came from a recent 
US student grantee who was still working on her PhD. More contributions—  
from all generations and in all sizes—came in during the following days, 
and when I called an Austrian alumnus from 1952–53 who had made the 
first four-digit contribution to Fulbright Austria in order to thank him for his 
generosity, he told me that he had been waiting his whole life—65 years—  
to give something back.

In closing, I want to take this opportunity to acknowledge the generosity 
of our donors and to thank them for their critically needed support. This 
annual report may focus on the numbers and revenues that make the program 
possible, but as the generosity of our donors demonstrates, at its core, the 
Fulbright Program is about people. 

Lonnie R. Johnson
Executive Director
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ANNUAL REPORT mission statEmEnt

As part of the global community of Fulbright programs, Fulbright Austria has promoted educational 
and cultural exchanges between Austria and the United States since 1950, thus making bilateral con-
tributions to the promotion of global understanding and international cooperation. Fulbright Austria 
provides enterprising, creative, and diverse Austrian and US students and scholars with quality oppor-
tunities to learn, teach, and pursue research in the United States or Austria, respectively. We fulfill the 
Fulbright mission and mandate by managing the prestigious Fulbright scholarship program, coordina-
ting a nationwide teaching assistantship program that places US university graduates in Austrian se-
condary schools, and counseling students and institutions of higher education on opportunities to study 
in the US or Austria as an EducationUSA advising center. Our work is sponsored by core contributions 
from the Austrian and US governments, with valuable additional support from other public, nongovern-
mental, and private partners in both countries.

The inaugural cohort of Austrian Fulbrighters, who crossed the Atlantic on the SS Constitution in 
1951, included a substantial contingent of women. Women accounted for almost half of this group 
at a time when 90 percent of the students enrolled at Austrian universities were men.
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EDUCATIONAL ADVISING: BEST3 

From March 1 to 4, 2018, five Fulbright Austria staff members spent four 
days advising students at the BeSt3 fair in Vienna—the largest annual  
voca tional and educational fair of its kind in Austria, with 75,000 attendees—  
about opportunities to study in the US with EducationUSA and Fulbright 
Austria. Fulbright Austria also held a special workshop on writing personal 
statements for US university applications and more. Furthermore, it delivered 
a presentation on the Fulbright Program and encouraged students to investi-
gate other scholarship opportunities that are available in the US. 

ADVOCACy

Fulbright Austria and its executive director Lonnie R. Johnson continued to 
play a role in global advocacy for the Fulbright Program by supporting the 
efforts of the Fulbright Association in Washington, DC, which has orga-
nized annual “Fulbright Advocacy Days” on the Hill since 2016. On May 
24, 2018, ten three-to-four-person advocacy teams consisting of executive 
directors of binational Fulbright commissions, alumni, and associates of the 
Fulbright Association visited the offices of congressional representatives on 
House subcommittees for foreign affairs and appropriations to solicit support 
for a restoration of federal funding for the Fulbright Program to its 2010 
levels of $254 million.

US AMBASSADOR’S ANNUAL FULBRIGHT RECEPTION

Chargé d’Affaires a.i. Eugene S. Young hosted a Fulbright reception at the 
US ambassador’s residence on September 21, 2017, a traditional highlight 
of the US orientation program and one of the rare opportunities for US and 
Austrian grantees to intermingle. More than 80 incoming US Fulbright 
grantees, “homecoming” Austrian Fulbright grantees, representatives from 
the many institutions that collaborate with Fulbright Austria, and friends and 
associates of the Fulbright Austria met for an evening of networking and 
socializing. In his welcoming remarks, Chargé d’Affaires Young underlined 
the enduring importance of the Fulbright Program as an ongoing joint 
Austrian-American enterprise.

5TH-LARGEST US SCHOLAR PROGRAM

Fulbright Austria sponsored a cohort of 21 incoming US Fulbright scholars 
during the 2017–18 program year, which made it the 5th-largest host country 
in the world for US Fulbright scholars. Globally, it ranked behind India (52), 
Canada (27), Brazil (27), and the United Kingdom (26) and ahead of China 
(20), Mexico (18), Spain (16), Finland (16), and Italy (16). This distinction is a 
reflection of the depth and breadth of Fulbright Austria’s longstanding network 
of institutional partners: universities, universities of applied sciences, research 
centers, museums, and foundations. They provided 90 percent of the funds for 
the $455,000 (€392,000) budget of the US Scholar Program in Austria.

BRUCE PAULEy: HISTORIAN AND MAJOR DONOR 

Bruce Pauley, Fulbright Austria alumnus from 1963–64 and distinguished 
professor emeritus of history at the University of Central Florida, is widely 
recognized as one of the major American historians of Austrian history in his 
generation, a doyen in the field of Austrian studies, and the first major donor 
to Fulbright Austria. His engaging, personal, and insightful talk entitled “An 
American Historian’s View of the First Republic, 1918–1938” at the Ame-
rika Haus on June 7, 2018, was well received by a full house and engaged 
audience. Prof. Pauley became Fulbright Austria’s first major donor in 2014, 
when he graciously made an unsolicited gift of $10,000 to Fulbright Austria. 
At his talk, he announced his second major gift of $15,000, which he hopes 
will serve as an inspiration to others.Bruce Pauley

FIRST ANNUAL CALL FOR SUPPORT:  
THANK FULBRIGHT – THANKSGIVING 

Fulbright Austria reached out to its alumni and friends with its first-ever 
annual Thank Fulbright – Thanksgiving call for support in November 2017. 
Fulbright Austria is pleased to report that over 250 Austrian and American 
donors of all ages responded to this call for support with gifts of all sizes 
over the past year. In total, Fulbright Austria received more than €80,000, 
which will be matched 1:1 with incentive funding from the Austrian Federal 
Ministry of Education, Science and Research. Fulbright Austria also received 
additional tax-deductible contributions of $20,000 in the US via the transna-
tional giving program of the Institute of International Education in New York 
City. All donations flow into the Fulbright Austria Opportunity Fund, which 
has been established to sustain and enhance grant opportunities for Fulbright 
students in particular in the coming program years. Photo © anastasia Popova

NEW INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERSHIP:  
ST. PÖLTEN UNIVERSITy OF APPLIED SCIENCES

In January 2018, Fulbright Austria was pleased to welcome the St. Pölten 
University of Applied Sciences as the 24th member of its network of institu-
tional partners. Beginning with the academic year 2019–20, the Department 
of Computer Science and Security will host US Fulbright scholars specialized 
in cybersecurity, and the scholars will have the opportunity to teach and pur-
sue research for a semester under the auspices of this award. St. Pölten sees 
this collaboration as an opportunity to enhance the internationalization of the 
department in this critical and rapidly developing field.

2018 FULBRIGHT SEMINAR IN AMERICAN STUDIES

More than 70 US and Austrian Fulbright students, scholars, and teaching 
assistants participated in this year’s Fulbright Seminar in American 
Studies, a three-day binational retreat held in Strobl am Wolfgangsee from 
April 19 to 21, 2018. This annual event is a unique opportunity for current 
US Fulbrighters to connect with the outgoing cohort of Austrian grantees. 
US Fulbright scholars gave talks on topics related to American studies 
from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, and US Fulbright students 
had an opportunity to share their research in a poster presentation session. 
Pre-departure orientation for the outgoing cohort of Austrian Fulbrighters, 
who started their programs in the fall, rounded out this program, which was 
a great opportunity for US and Austrian Fulbrighters in various disciplines 
and programs to meet, network, and learn from each other.

FULBRIGHT-NAWI GRAZ ROLE MODELS PROGRAM

The Fulbright Scholar Program often serves as a catalyst that leads to 
long-lasting exchange and cooperation between Austrian institutions and 
US scholars. NAWI Graz—a joint venture between the University of Graz 
and TU Graz—and Fulbright Austria have successfully collaborated in the 
natural sciences under the auspices of the Fulbright US Scholar Program 
since 2010, and this productive relationship has led to the conclusion of a 
new cooperative venture. In the 2017–18 program year, NAWI Graz and 
Fulbright Austria launched the Fulbright-NAWI Graz Role Models Program, 
which will allow NAWI Graz to fully fund and host a Fulbright Specialist  
on an annual basis to enhance faculty and institutional development.

Returning Austrian Fulbrighter Florian Lehne (UT Austin), 
Lonnie R. Johnson, and Charge‘ de Affaires Eugene S. Young
Photo © anastasia Popova

Photo © martin lifka Photography

Members of a Fulbright advocacy team met with Congressman Tom Cole (R – Oklahoma), a 
Fulbright alumnus and member of the House Appropriations Committee (2nd from left), at an 
advocacy day organized by the Fulbright Association in Washington, DC.

BIG yEAR FOR USTA PROGRAM 

As of the 2017–18 program year, more than 3,900 Americans have participa-
ted in the USTA program, a program that it has administered for the Austrian 
Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research since 1962. In the 
program’s first year, only 1 USTA was placed; today, the program annually  
places some 140 US citizens in schools all around Austria. In fact, the 
Austrian USTA Program has the distinction of being as large as the largest 
Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship Program, which is in Germany. 
For several years, Fulbright Austria has appointed regional advisors who 
organize events and help the USTAs in their region adjust to life in a new 
country, and during the 2017–18 program year the USTA program saw a 
milestone moment: the first annual regional advisor workshop, which delved 
into recognizing and interacting with different leadership styles. 

USTA regional advisors at the 
annual going-away Heuriger 
in Vienna
Photo © anastasia Popova

CORE FUNDING ENHANCED 

The Austrian government and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural 
Affairs at the US Department of State acknowledged the innovation 
and efforts of Fulbright Austria by valorizing their core contributions to 
the Austrian-American program for the first time in many years in July 
and September 2018 by €114,823 and $100,000, respectively. US and 
Austrian government core contributions are instrumental to maintaining 
Fulbright Austria’s infrastructure, administration, outreach, service, and 
orientation programming, which has been subject to increasing cumulative 
inflationary pressures since the mid-1990s.
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Fulbright Austria reached out to its alumni and 
friends with its first-ever annual call for support 
in 2017. Fulbright Austria is pleased to report 
that over 250 Austrian and American donors of 
all ages responded to its call for support with 
gifts of all sizes over the past year. In total, 
it received more than €80,000, which will be 
matched 1:1 with incentive funding from the 
Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science 
and Research to support Austrian grants and 
grant-enhancing activities. On the other side of 
the Atlantic, Fulbright Austria received additional 
contributions of $20,000 via the transnational 
giving program of the Institute of International 
Education. Our inaugural call for support was a 
great success. We would like to thank all of our 
donors and the Fulbright Austria community!

More than 80 guests joined the Fulbright 
Austria community to celebrate Thanksgiving 
on “Giving Tuesday” (November 28) and the 
initial success of Fulbright Austria’s inaugural 
fundraising campaign: “Fulbright – Now More 
than Ever.” Austrian and American Fulbright 
alumni from six decades mingled with friends of 
the Fulbright Program at the restaurant Pfarrwirt 
in Vienna over a traditional dinner co-hosted 
by Fulbright Austria and the Austrian Fulbright 
Alumni Association to share their experiences 
and acknowledge the program’s impact on their 
lives. Fulbright Austria also hosted a special 
summer event for alumni at its premises in the 
MuseumsQuartier on June 28, 2018, attended 
by more than 80 guests, including Fulbright 
alumni and friends. With 25 silent-auction items, 
a video screening of the documentary Goodbye 
Schmidgasse 14, and great catering, friends and 
supporters of Fulbright Austria raised more than 
€6,500 for Fulbright Austria programs that will 
be used to sustain and enhance awards, in parti-
cular for Fulbright students.

ALUMNI ADVISORy PANEL

Fulbright Austria is seeking the support of its 
alumni, friends, and associates on both sides of 
the Atlantic to provide advice on fundraising and 
development initiatives conceived to sustain, 
valorize, and enhance the Austrian-American 
Fulbright Program in the future. Alumni from all 
Fulbright Austria programs—students, teaching 
assistants, and scholars—and from every genera-
tional cohort of participants from the 1950s to 
the present were invited to bring their commit-
ment, experience, and expertise to this panel. 
Members of the panel were asked to serve in this 
role for two years.

donor voices major-donor contributions

“We are now at a time when transatlantic rela-
tions are facing new challenges, and therefore it 
is all the more important to maintain and develop 
academic, scientific, and economic relationships 
with the US. Fulbright Austria is an important 
source of inspiration for the Austrian economy 
and a platform for exchange and internationali-
zation for Austrians. My own Fulbright stay in 
Indiana—Purdue University—was a unique and 
enriching experience that has shaped my career 
and my future. We need the Austrian business 
sector to invest in Austria’s future—the reason 
we are also part of “Wirtschaft Hilft!” together 
with Austria’s fundraising association.” 

“My contribution to the Fulbright Austria com-
munity is very much a thank-you, as it provided 
me with a unique opportunity to contribute to 
cross-cultural exchange, greatly broadening not 
only my perspective but also the perspectives of 
those with whom I came into contact during my 
time in Austria. I was a US teaching assistant in 
Pitzelstätten, Carinthia, in 2011 and 2012, with 
my background in global studies. I hope that 
my monthly donation will enable the Fulbright 
Austria community to continue to support stu-
dents and institutions in the spirt of international 
exchange, for which I myself am truly grateful.”

Bruce Pauley spent his Fulbright year in Graz 
in 1963–64. Although his interest in European 
history dated back to a summer in Europe with 
his parents nine years earlier and a junior year 
in Vienna in 1957–58, it was in Graz where he 
first developed a lifelong interest in right-wing 
extremism. That Fulbright year eventually led to 
six books devoted in one way or another to the 
subject, including his recently published auto-
biography, Pioneering History on Two Continents. 
“The current worldwide drift toward nationalism 
and right-wing extremism, so reminiscent of the 
first half of the twentieth century, are poignant  
reminders that the need for international 
education and values are more necessary than 
ever. I consider it both a pleasure and a duty to 
contribute whatever I can financially to such a 
noble cause.” 

In his distinguished career as a corporate  
executive based in Hong Kong, a leader of 
regional business associations and industry 
groups, a parliamentarian, a promoter of arts and 
culture, and a public speaker and author,  
Helmut Sohmen insists that the Fulbright ex-
perience early in his life gave him the prepared-
ness and the confidence he needed to tackle the 
many difficult situations he would later face.  
He remains grateful to the Fulbright idea and 
has pledged a generous contribution to Fulbright 
Austria at a time when government budget 
restrictions every where are creating funding 
shortages. In typical Sohmen fashion, he wants 
to provide help when it is needed to give other 
youngsters chances in life similar to those he 
was privileged to enjoy. “After all, actions speak 
louder than words,” he says, “and I hope my 
fellow Fulbright scholars and the politicians are 
listening.”

“It was my pleasure to make a contribution to 
Fulbright Austria, and I was so pleased to hear 
Fulbright Austria is diversifying revenue streams 
by expanding into philanthropic sources. I am 
so grateful for the opportunity that the Fulbright 
award provided many years ago. I even married 
another Vienna Fulbright alum and musicolo-
gist: John R. Palmer. Our time in Vienna did 
not overlap, but our first conversation, in 1996, 
included reminiscences of the music archives, 
Viennese pastries, and [former Fulbright Austria 
staff member] Gunther Fassl.” 

alois steinbichler
former chief Executive 
officer of the 
Kommunalkredit austria ag
fulbright austria Program 
Participant 1976–77

nicole schnitzer
alumni advisory Panel 
member
us teaching assistant 
2011–12

bruce pauley
Professor Emeritus of history, 
university of central florida
us fulbright student 
1963–64

Helmut sohmen
former cEo and chairman, 
bW group
austrian fulbright student 
1961–62

camille crittenden
deputy director at citris
university of california
us fulbright student 1994–95 

Photo © anastasia Popova
former us combined grantee talia dunyak 
and former flta arwa Elabd
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austrian FulbrigHt 
student program My Fulbright journey from Washington, DC, to The Hague

My year as an Austrian Fulbright student in the US came to an end in  
August 2018—and I could not be more grateful for the wonderful year  
I spent in Washington, DC. I completed an LLM in international and com-
parative law at the George Washington University Law School. Throughout 
my year, I gained enriching insights into the US, its people, its scholarship, 
and the practice of international law—all of which have made this journey 
more rewarding than I initially expected.

However, one of the greatest opportunities I received was being selected 
to participate in the Judicial Fellows Program. In my second semester at 
GW, I was nominated by the school to take part in the selection process 
to be a Judicial Fellow at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The 
Hague, Netherlands. The program is run by the ICJ, and only a handful of 
renowned partner universities around the globe propose candidates, from 
which 15 are selected by the ICJ. I was truly honored to hear that I was 
among the individuals selected and that I would soon start working at the 
most important judicial settlement body that public international law has 
to offer. From September 2018 to July 2019, I will be working closely with 
an ICJ judge, assisting him with legal research related to cases before the 
court. Besides the tremendous support I received from GW throughout the 
application process, my position is also generously funded by the school 
through its Weaver Fellowship—for which I am very grateful.

My Fulbright journey has definitely been full of valuable moments and exciting 
opportunities to pursue my passion for international law. And there could have 
been no better place to end it than in the Peace Palace in The Hague.

During my time as a Teach For Austria fellow 
working in a high-need urban middle school in 
Vienna, there was one question I was repeatedly 
asked: what needed to change in our education  
system in order for every child to succeed? 
As a Fulbrighter studying education policy at 
Teachers College, Columbia University, I sought 
to answer that question. My best answer? Invest 
in great teaching. Now I am back in Vienna in a 
management role at Teach For Austria, and this 
is the vision I keep striving towards. 

FACTS & FIGURES

12 austrian fulbright studEnts from

5 diffErEnt institutions EnrollEd in

9 diffErEnt Programs at

8 us host institutions 

1 grant dollar from Fulbright austria 
triggers 75 cents of additional support 
from US institutions. austrian Fulbright 
students received $309,219 (€266,237) 
in grants and $220,995 (€190,277) from 
US host institutions in the form of tuition 
waivers and scholarships 

SARA MANSOUR FALLAH
austrian fulbright studEnt 2017–18

GREGOR KAINZ 
austrian fulbright studEnt 2017–18

Fulbright awards change lives and enhance careers. The Fulbright Student 
Program provides generous financial and administrative support to Austrian 
students and young professionals who have completed their first degrees 
and are interested in pursuing a master’s degree in the US. 

Fulbright Austria works with its partners at the Institute of International 
Education (IIE) in New York City to provide comprehensive support to 
candidates that begins with coaching students on how to optimize their 
applications. Candidates identify programs of their choice in a wide range 
of disciplines, select and apply to four of the 1,600 US universities, and 
are often accepted to multiple institutions. Accepted candidates receive a 
scholarship of up to $35,000 from Fulbright Austria subsidized entirely by 

the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research, and  
the US institutions they decide to attend often provide additional financial  
support. In the 2017–18 program year, the total value of the additional 
support institutions provided was $220,995 (€190,277).

Fulbright students enhance their skill sets in challenging programs of their 
own choice and enjoy all of the benefits of being members of an international 
network of Fulbrighters in the US. They enjoy the ongoing support of  
Fulbright Austria and IIE throughout their stay, including enrichment  
seminars in the US that allow them to deepen relationships not just with 
US citizens, but also with Fulbright students from countries around the 
globe.
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us FulbrigHt 
student program 

Fulbright Austria is well known for its competitive grants in varying fields 
and disciplines, but the opportunity made possible by this great award is 
only a glimpse into a much richer picture. Fulbright Austria provides the 
means to realize a dream, and for me, that meant living and performing in 
Vienna, studying the richness of the classical music tradition that is unique 
to this city. I learned an indescribable amount in my Fulbright year, but I 
think I can speak for all Fulbrighters when I say that the grant is so much 
more than an advantageous circumstance of funding and connections.  
It is an illuminating, intercultural experience that is utterly unique and  
sustains itself far beyond the grant period. Although we all come from 
vastly different backgrounds, cultures, and professional disciplines, we are 
united under a single lifechanging experience that we will carry with us for 
the rest of our lives.

The US Fulbright Student Program annually provides a diverse cohort of 
recent graduates and graduate students as well as PhD candidates from 
institutions all over the US with fully funded opportunities to study or 
conduct research in Austria. US Fulbright students seek affiliation with 
Austrian institutions that specialize in their fields of interest and come 
from all disciplines. More than half of the US Fulbright students also work 
part-time as secondary-school teaching assistants—in the context of the 
so-called Combined Grant—or as volunteers with local community and 
cultural organizations, known as the Community-Based Combined Grant. 
Both of these grants are opportunities that are unique to the Fulbright 
Austria program. 

Fulbright Austria receives support from generous partners who fund nearly 
all of the awards brokered by Fulbright Austria. In the 2017–18 program 
year, Fulbright Austria welcomed 18 US students to ten institutions of higher  
education across Austria. The 2017–18 cohort included 11 recipients of  
a Combined Grant, two grantees who received a Community-Based  
Combined Grant, two Fulbright-Mach Awards for Doctoral Candidates, 
two full-time research awards, and one Fulbright-IFK Junior Visiting 
Fellow in cultural studies. In addition to monthly maintenance awards, all 
grantees received a comprehensive benefits package that included tuition 
waivers and health coverage. 

During the past program year, US students took to the stage to perform 
at world-renowned theaters, explored the benefits of music education in 
Viennese secondary-school classrooms, and volunteered with organizations 
to help integrate migrants and asylum seekers in Austria.

MELISSA DANAS 
us fulbright studEnt 2017–18

austrian FulbrigHt 
scHolar program

The Austrian Fulbright Scholar Program serves 
up-and-coming as well as established scholars. 
It provides early- and mid-career professionals, 
academics, and researchers with opportunities to 
teach and pursue research at institutions in the 
US and simultaneously establish professional 
networks in a setting that stimulates bilateral  
collaboration and institutional linkages. In 
2017–18, Fulbright Austria supported three 
promising Austrians in the fields of biology, 
microbiology, and neuroscience who collaborated 
with institutions on the East and West Coast and 
returned to their home institutions with invaluable 
experiences.

The program also provides grants for established 
scholars designed to promote Austrian studies 
and comparative Austrian-American studies in 
the US in particular. These grants include an award 
for a visiting professor of Austrian-American  
studies in the US, which the Dietrich W. Botstiber 
Foundation has funded since 2012. This award 
is open to all scholars whose research explores 
the rich relationship between the two countries 
and has resulted in a wide variety of fascina-
ting research projects in the past, mainly in the 
fields of history and sociology. The 2017–18 
Fulbright-Botstiber Visiting Professor broke the 
traditional mold by not coming from the humanities 
or social sciences. Erich Striessnig spent four 
months at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research in Boulder, Colorado, to develop a 
projection model that will be applied to study 
exposure to environmental hazards in both the 
US and Austria.

The Center for Austrian Studies (CAS) at the 
University of Minnesota celebrated its 40th 
anniversary in 2017. Founded in 1977 with 
a one-million-dollar gift from the Austrian 
government on the occasion of the bicentennial 
of the United States, the CAS was based on a 
proposal by Prof. William E. Wright, a historian 
and Fulbright Austria alumnus. It was anchored 
as a multi-disciplinary venture in the university’s 
College of Liberal Arts, where it has focused on 
the exploration of the Habsburg Empire as well 
as present-day Austria and Central Europe. 
In 2001, Fulbright Austria concluded a cooperative 
agreement with the College of Liberal Arts to 
cosponsor an annual Austrian visiting professor, 
and since then 15 grantees from a wide range 
of disciplines have seized this opportunity.

ERICH STRIESSNIG 
austrian fulbright 
scholar 2017–18

FACTS & FIGURES

4 austrian fulbright scholars from

4 austrian homE institutions and

4 disciPlinEs at

4 us host institutions

The experiences I had during my time as a 
Fulbrighter were highly enriching to me, both 
from a professional and a personal perspective. 
During a comparatively short period of time,  
I gained insights into a vast range of new topics 
and methods while making important new con-
tacts, many of whom I refer to as friends.

FACTS & FIGURES

18 us fulbright studEnts from

17 us institutions and

14 diffErEnt disciPlinEs in

5 diffErEnt grant catEgoriEs associatEd With

11 diffErEnt austrian host institutions

over 80 percent of the €264,507 of support that US Fulbright 
students received as grants, salaries, and in-kind support came 
from austrian institutions.
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us FulbrigHt 
scHolar program 

timeline
us scHolars

The US Fulbright Scholar Program offers exciting opportunities for US 
academics to engage with students and faculty at Fulbright Austria’s wide 
variety of partner institutions, which include universities, universities 
of applied sciences, research centers, and museums all over Austria. It 
annually provides up to 25 scholars, scientists, professionals, and artists 
with awards conceived to facilitate a flexible combination of teaching and 
research. A Fulbright award frequently functions as a catalyst for ongoing 
institutional relationships—Fulbright grantees and their Austrian hosts 
often embark on joint research projects, publish collaborative papers, 
or develop staff and student exchange programs. In 2017–18, Fulbright 
Austria placed 21 grantees—whose expertise ranged from engineering, 
literature, and entrepreneurship to history, tax law, and chemistry—at 
institutions across Austria.

Grantees receive a maintenance stipend, a travel grant, and program-related  
health benefits as well as ongoing support from Fulbright Austria prior 
to and during their grant period. The fact that Austria consistently ranks 
among the top-ten destinations in the world for US Fulbright scholars is 
a testament to its partners’ commitment to international collaboration and 
exchange—as is the fact that they provide the lion’s share of funding for 
these awards.

Elowyn Yager lecturing in the BOKU Festsaal 
in front of a portrait of Emperor Francis Joseph

My time as a Fulbright scholar was incredible. 
I built great new relationships with colleagues 
at the university and in Salzburg more broadly. 
I look forward to furthering these relation-
ships through building a partnership between 
the university and my home university as well as 
continuing to come back to teach a block course 
in future years.

PAIGE HABER-CURRAN
us fulbright scholar 
2017–18

Photo © Paige haber-curran

FULBRIGHT AUSTRIA AND BOKU CELEBRATE THEIR 
10TH ANNIVERSARy

Fulbright Austria and the University of Natural Resources and Life Scien-
ces, Vienna (BOKU) celebrated the 10th anniversary of their partnership 
this year. On this occasion, Elowyn Yager, the 2017–18 Fulbright-Uni-
versity of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Visiting Professor, gave a 
public lecture entitled “Rivers, rocks, fish, and floods” on March 20, 2018, 
which was attended by BOKU vice-rector for research and innovation 
Prof. Christian Obinger and Fulbright Austria executive director Lonnie R. 
Johnson. 

BOKU is a premiere teaching and research institution that connects natural 
sciences, engineering, and economics. Fulbright Austria is pleased to be 
able to call BOKU one of its longstanding institutional partners. We are 
even more pleased about the excellent opportunities our partnerships pro-
vide for grantees. “The award allowed me to pursue a line of research that 
I would not have time to investigate had I remained at home,” Yager noted 
upon her return to the US and added that she was looking forward to conti-
nuing her collaboration with BOKU in the future. Her home university and 
her students will thus benefit from Yager’s Fulbright experience as well.

FACTS & FIGURES

21 fulbright us scholars from

12 disciPlinEs and

21 us homE institutions at

17 austrian host institutions

19 PartnEr institutions financEd

89 PErcEnt of thE

$455,048 (€391,796) US scholars received 

NAME START OF PARTNERSHIP

ifK international research center for cultural studies 1997 

sigmund freud museum 1997 

university of graz 1998

university of innsbruck 1998

university of salzburg 1998

university of vienna 1998

diplomatic academy of vienna 1999

Johannes Kepler university of linz 1999

alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt 1999

craig and Kathryn hall foundation 2001

vienna university of Economics and business (Wu) 2004

quartier21/museumsQuartier vienna 2005

university of natural resources and life sciences, vienna (boKu) 2007 

naWi graz 2008

dietrich W. botstiber foundation 2011

fh JoannEum university of applied sciences graz 2012

graz university of technology 2012

imc university of applied sciences Krems 2012

management center innsbruck 2012

salzburg university of applied sciences 2012

university of applied sciences, fh campus Wien 2013

natural history museum vienna 2015

st. Pölten university of applied sciences 2018
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Participants in the Foreign Language Teaching Assistant (FLTA) program 
spend an academic year living, teaching, and studying on a US university 
campus. Each year, Fulbright Austria matches FLTAs with host institutions 
located from coast to coast, where they work together with experienced 
professors of German in both formal and informal settings. FLTAs use 
their skills as native speakers to enliven their classrooms and share Austrian 
culture with their students. 

In the 2017–18 program year, Fulbright Austria placed 14 FLTAs at  
universities and liberal arts colleges in ten states. FLTAs received a generous,  
customized package from their host institutions as well as a tailor-made 
maintenance grant from Fulbright Austria conceived to ensure that all 

FLTAs receive the same fundamental level of support. Each host institution 
waived tuition for two courses, which allowed FLTAs to pursue their indi-
vidual academic interests on a part-time basis. They also provided FLTAs 
with on-campus room and board and a small stipend or a stipend large 
enough to cover living expenses, accommodations, and meals. Fulbright 
Austria also provided each FLTA with a travel grant to subsidize their 
flights to and from the US. 

The FLTAs’ year in the US provided them with valuable first-hand 
knowledge of the diverse fabric of American life. In addition to their 
academic responsibilities, FLTAs also immersed themselves in their local 
communities and forged lasting friendships with American students.

FulbrigHt 
specialist 
program

FulbrigHt 
Foreign language 
teacHing assistant 
program

The Fulbright Specialist Program allows Aus-
trian host institutions to invite highly qualified 
US academics and professionals for short-term 
visits of two to six weeks. Program participants 
can apply their knowledge and expertise to a 
diverse array of activities, including consulting 
on faculty or workforce development, develo-
ping academic training curricula and materials, 
mentoring graduate students and junior faculty, 
advising research groups, and establishing new 
exchange programs or other forms of institutional 
collaboration. After a competitive screening and 
selection process, academics on the roster are 
eligible to be matched with approved projects 
designed by Austrian host institutions.

By implementing their designed project in 
collaboration with the Fulbright Specialist, host 
institutions gain global perspectives from expe-
rienced academics and professionals, execute 
projects that require a rapid response or flexible 
timeline through short-term exchanges, and 
build sustained relationships with individuals 
and institutions in the US. In 2017–18, Austrian 
institutions carried out five projects under the 
auspices of the Fulbright Specialist Program: 
the development of an intermediality studies 
curriculum, the internationalization of teacher 
education, workshops on the ethical and commu-
nicative function of translating for refugees and 
asylum seekers, education in data literacy and 
digital competencies, and the establishment of an 
archive and research platform on censorship and 
intolerance.

GREGORy FLORANT
WildlifE biologist from 
colorado statE univErsity, 
With a baby marmot
fulbright sPEcialist, 2014

SEBASTIAN BRAUNSBERGER
flta 2017–18 

colorado state university

FACTS & FIGURES

14 austrian fltas from

6 homE institutions and

12 disciPlinEs at

14 us host institutions that covErEd

90 percent of the program’s total value of $490,120

My year in central Minnesota

I spent last year working as a German-language teaching assistant at the
College of St. Benedict/St. John’s University (two sister colleges with about 
4,000 students located in St. Joseph and Collegeville, Minnesota, 70 miles 
from St. Paul). Besides the daily classroom duties, one of my main respon-
sibilities was organizing different events to give students learning German 
a glimpse into Austrian (as well as German/Swiss) culture. We had regular 
Sunday [German-language TV series] Tatort evenings, Stammtische, movie 
nights, field trips to the German Heritage Museum in St. Cloud, and an 
outing to the Minnesota State Opera to watch Mozart’s The Marriage of 
Figaro. My personal highlight was an evening dance class where I taught 
students the Viennese waltz and the Schuhplattler. Thanks to Fulbright 
Austria, I had an amazing opportunity to not only share my own culture 
and get students excited about the German language, but also to become 
more familiar with American culture, politics, and the educational system 
and to make some good friends.

ANNUAL REPORT fulbright sPEcialist Program ANNUAL REPORT languagE tEaching assistant Program
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Fulbright Austria has been instrumental in administering the US Teaching 
Assistantship program for the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research (BMBWF) since the program’s inception in 1962. 
This program has continuously grown over the years, and Fulbright Austria 
is proud to include the USTA program in its portfolio of academic and 
cultural exchange.

In the 2017–18 school year, Fulbright Austria was instrumental in admi-
nistering the placement of 145 Americans from 37 states in 254 secondary 
schools in communities large and small all over Austria (including 13 
recipients of Fulbright grants combined with teaching assistantships) in 
a program funded completely by the BMBWF. Each USTA received a 
part-time salary and was fully insured in the Austrian healthcare system as 

compensation for sharing their understanding of the US in Austrian  
classrooms for 13 hours per week. They animated English-language  
instruction and simultaneously gave Austrian students a better feeling for  
American culture—in all of its diversity. In light of the USTAs’ different 
backgrounds, the young Austrians they interacted with developed a more 
nuanced perspective on the United States. 

The USTAs also gained deep insight into Austrian culture by actively 
participating in their respective communities. Some enrolled at Austrian 
universities, and others volunteered at NGOs or joined local groups  
such as choirs, dance troupes, and sports clubs. All of them improved their  
German-language skills while living in Austria and returned to the US  
with a more profound understanding of the country and its people.

us teacHing 
assistantsHip 
program

I loved my experience with the students as well as all the professors I 
worked with. Working in the schools challenged me to come up with crea-
tive new ways to teach, and it was amazing to learn about the differences 
between the US and Austria within their school systems. Participating in 
the USTA program certainly helped me to learn about how to be better 
informed as I taught and also taught me how to be flexible and calm in a 
fast-paced workplace. I look forward to using my international connections 
and knowledge in my future workplace!

KATHERINE MALANOSKI 
usta 2017–18 

ANNUAL REPORT us tEaching assistantshiP Program

USTAs enjoy the view from 
the top of the Reiterkogel 
summit in Saalbach-Hinter-
glemm during orientation.

NUMBER USTAs

FACTS & FIGURES

132
ustas

us 
institutions

103
from

37,700
austrian students

taught

1,885
classrooms

in 

austrian 
schooLs 
EvEry WEEK

254at

€1,541,760
($1,790,662)
earned in saLaries

TYROL

12

CaRinThia

11

UPPeR aUsTRia

20

BURGenLanD

5

VORaRLBeRG

6

LOweR aUsTRia

25

sTYRia

21

saLZBURG

11

Vienna

34
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Fulbright Austria has handled advising in Austria as part of its “broad 
mandate” to promote mutual understanding since its inception in 1951 and 
serves as a clearinghouse for US queries about educational opportunities 
in Austria and the US. It is a part of EducationUSA, a US Department of 
State-supported network of hundreds of advising centers around the world 
devoted to providing international students with accurate, comprehensive, 
and current information about how to apply to US colleges and universities.  
Fulbright Austria’s EducationUSA adviser consults students via phone, 
email, or in person about their unique academic situations and is the 
contact point for US university representatives interested in learning more 
about higher education in Austria. 

One of the ways that EducationUSA works to promote access to US higher 
education in Austria is by attending various educational fairs that take 
place in Austria throughout the year. EducationUSA has been a mainstay 
at the BeSt3 – the Job, Training and Education Fair in Vienna, Austria’s 
largest education fair, since 2015. At the BeSt3, EducationUSA advises 
students interested in studying in Austria and the US on site in one-on-one  
conversations and in formal presentations on diverse topics, such as schol-
arship opportunities, US university applications, and interviews.  
EducationUSA is also active on social media. In addition to supplying  
relevant articles and resources related to studying in the US on a weekly 
basis, EducationUSA offers regular webinars that cover a broad range of 
topics, including how to finance your education, navigating university life 
as an international student, and resources for students with disabilities.

ANNUAL REPORT Educationusa
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History and structure

The Fulbright Program is named after J. William Fulbright (1905–1995), 
the US senator from Arkansas (D - 1945–75) who conceived of and 
sponsored the legislation that established it in 1946. The Fulbright Act in-
geniously converted the proverbial swords of war into plowshares of peace 
after World War II by authorizing the secretary of state to use proceeds 
from the sale of surplus war property overseas to finance an unprecedented  
number of bilateral educational exchanges of students, teachers, and 
scholars between the United States and other countries. It was a visionary 
and pioneering initiative that laid the foundations for the development 
of educational exchange programs and study abroad in the US as well as 
international educational exchange globally. 

Between 1948 and 1953, a unique requirement of the Fulbright Act called 
for the establishment of binational commissions with binational boards in 
the 28 countries in Europe, Asia, and the Pacific where revenues from the 
sale of wartime surpluses were available. These commissions were entrusted 
with managing the revenues earmarked for the program and responsible  
for decision-making and on-site management. The US Educational  
Commission in Austria—popularly called the “Fulbright commission”— 
was established in 1950, and Fulbright Austria is proud to be among the 
first generation of binational Fulbright commissions that form the philo-
sophical, historical, institutional, and financial core of the program. There 
are 49 binational Fulbright commissions worldwide today that account for 80 
percent of the program’s 380,000 US and international alumni. Countries with 
binational commissions annually contribute over $100 million to the program. 

After revenues from the sale of wartime surpluses were exhausted, 
Congress passed the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 
1961—better known as the Fulbright-Hays Act—to broaden the scope of 
the Fulbright Program, give it new flexibility, and to provide an annual 
appropriation for its funding as a line item in the federal budget. It also 
gave partner governments and other public and private organizations in 
countries with binational commissions the all-important opportunity to 
contribute toward the costs of the program.

The Fulbright-Hays Act of 1961 coupled with the bilateral “Agreement 
between the Federal Government of Austria and the Government of the 
United States of America for the financing of certain educational and cultural 
exchange programs” of 1963 (Austrian Federal Register (Bundesgesetz-

blatt) 1963/213) form the current statutory basis of the Austrian-American 
program. This revised bilateral agreement reestablished, reorganized, and 
renamed the old US Educational Commission in Austria and reinvented it 
as the Austrian-American Educational Commission, a binational organiza-
tion capable of receiving and disbursing funds for exchange programs from 
both governments, other public and private organizations, and individuals.

The importance of this new agreement was not only that it enabled the 
partner governments to start sharing the costs of the program, which had 
initially been funded exclusively with US revenues; it also provided other 
public and private partners in Austria and the United States with oppor-
tunities to make additional cash and in-kind contributions to the program. 
The Republic of Austria was among the first countries in the world to start 
cost-sharing in the 1960s, and it has supported the Austrian-American 
program vigorously ever since. Fulbright Austria’s network of institution-
al partners accounts for the lion’s share of the cash and in-kind support 
Austrian and American grantees enjoy under the auspices of the Fulbright 
Program today. The key to the success of Fulbright Austria has been the 
quality of the relationships it has cultivated with an extensive network of 
institutional partners on both sides of the Atlantic.

The challenges associated with international educational exchange have 
changed dramatically since the inception of the Fulbright Program after 
World War II. Fulbright Austria has confronted the dual challenges of  
climbing costs and increasing pressures on the discretionary funding in  
government budgets for education and culture with the help of an expanding 
network of institutional partners that augment its core revenue through 
their manifold cash and in-kind contributions. In 2017, the Fulbright  
Austria board made the strategic decision to energetically pursue fundrais-
ing and development in order to give Austrian and American alumni the 
chance to ensure that future generations of Fulbrighters will have the same 
kinds of life-changing opportunities that they enjoyed in the past.
 
Donations to Fulbright Austria are tax deductible in Austria according to 
Austrian income tax law, and in the United States based on a transnational 
giving agreement with the New York-based Institute of International 
Education, a registered 501(c)(3) and nonprofit that assists in the manage-
ment of the stateside agendas of the Fulbright Program.

“Creative leadership and liberal education, 
which in fact go together, are the first require-
ments for a hopeful future for humankind. 
Fostering these—leadership, learning, and 
empathy between cultures—was and remains 
the purpose of the international scholarship 
program I was privileged to sponsor in the 
US Senate.” 
J. William Fulbright, The Price of Empire, 1989

US Secretary of State Dean Acheson, Senator 
J. William Fulbright, and Austrian Ambassador 
Ludwig Kleinwächter (l. to r.) signing the initial 
bilateral Fulbright exchange agreement on June 
6, 1950, in Washington, DC.

The first group of US Fulbright grantees in 
transit to Europe on the SS Independence, 
September 1951
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FulbrigHt 
austria 
board and 
staFF

The Fulbright Austria board consists of ten mem-
bers: five US citizens and five Austrian citizens 
who are nominated by their respective govern-
ments to serve on an annual basis. The five US 
members, including two Foreign Service officers 
from the US embassy in Vienna, are nominated 
by the US ambassador to Austria. Two of the 
five Austrian members appointed by the Austrian 
gov ernment have traditionally been representatives 
of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research (responsible for higher 
education) and the Austrian Federal Ministry for 
Europe, Integration and Foreign Affairs, respec-
tively, and three have been Austrian university 
professors. The date of the initial appointment of 
each member is noted in parentheses below.

Binational funding as well as joint policy and  
decision-making are signature attributes of Fulbright  
commissions. The Fulbright Austria board meets 
on a regular basis to discuss budgetary, policy, 
procedural, and program issues, and it has a 
number of subcommittees that meet on an ad 
hoc basis. The board is actively involved in the 
selection and nomination of all Austrian and 
US Fulbright candidates and solicits the support 
of external experts, Austrian and US Fulbright 
alumni, and on-site US Fulbright scholars for 
binational candidate review panels. The chair-
person and the treasurer of the board are elected  
each year and rotate annually between the Austrian 
and US members of the board.

The executive director of Fulbright Austria is 
responsible for the coordination and manage-
ment of Fulbright Austria’s agendas, operations, 
and staff. He reports to and is monitored by the 
Fulbright Austria board.

The Austrian minister responsible for higher 
education and the ambassador of the United 
States of America to Austria serve as honorary 
chairpersons of Fulbright Austria.

The following individuals served on the 
Fulbright Austria board during the 2017–2018 
program year: 

HONORARy CO-CHAIRS:

eugene young
chargé d‘affaires a.i.
The Embassy of the United States in Austria 
(2017–2018)

trevor d. traina
us ambassador to austria (2018)

Harald mahrer
austrian federal minister of science, 
research and Economy (2017–2018)

Heinz Faßmann 
austrian federal minister of Education, 
science and research (2018)

AUSTRIAN MEMBERS  
(yEar of aPPointmEnt):

johannes michael rainer
Professor of Private law
University of Salzburg (2018)

marcus bergmann
head of unit v3 – cooperation in science and 
technology: dialogue of cultures and religions
Austrian Federal Ministry for Europe, 
Integration and Foreign Affairs (2017)

reinhard Heinisch
Professor of Political science
University of Salzburg (2012–2017) 

roberta maierhofer
Professor of american studies
Center for Inter-American Studies (CIAS) 
University of Graz (2009) 

alexander somek 
Professor of legal Philosophy
University of Vienna (2016)

barbara Weitgruber 
director general for scientific research and inter-
national relations 
Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, 
Science and Research
(Treasurer 2017, Chairperson 2018)

US MEMBERS (yEar of aPPointmEnt): 

mitchell g. ash
Professor Emeritus of history
Institute of History University of Vienna (2012) 

Harvey goldstein
Professor Emeritus, university of  
north carolina at chapel hill
vice President and dean of the Public  
governance and sustainable development 
Program 
Modul University, Vienna (2012–2017)
(Chairperson 2017)

maria-regina Kecht
Professor Emeritus, rice university
Wissenschaftskompetenz, Vienna (2018)

nathanael lynn
deputy Public affairs officer
US Embassy Vienna (2017)

daniel mattern
counselor for Public affairs 
US Embassy Vienna (2017)
(Treasurer 2018)

antoinette van Zabner Zinn-Zinnenburg
Professor of Piano Performance 
Ludwig van Beethoven Institute for  
Piano and Harpsicord Pedagogy
University of Music and Performing Arts, 
Vienna (2007)

FULBRIGHT AUSTRIA SECRETARIAT STAFF: 

lonnie r. johnson
Executive director

ruth gabler-schachermayr
fundraising and development officer

susanne Hamscha
Program officer
US/Austrian Scholar Program

dune johnson
Program officer
USTA/FLTA Program

martina laffer
Program coordinator 
Austrian Student Program

irina pichler
Program assistant

molly roza
Program officer 
US Student Program 
Educational Adviser, EducationUSA

Heinz rotte
accounting consultant

melanie Kafka
Project assistant

cornelia schön
Project assistant

belona berchtaler (maternity leave)
Program officer
USTA/FLTA Program

AUDITOR:

bernhard vanas 

vanas & partner

crowe Horvath (2014)

(l. to. r.) Nathanael Lynn, Marcus Bergmann, Daniel Mattern, 
Alexander Somek, Barbara Weitgruber, Lonnie R. Johnson, 
Antoinette Van Zabner Zinn-Zinnenburg, Johannes Michael 
Rainer, Roberta Maierhofer, Mitchell Ash, Maria-Regina Kecht 
Photo © anastasia Popova

Fulbright Austria has been proud to call the MuseumsQuartier Wien its home since 2008 and is fortunate to be one of the institutions 
supported by Q21, an umbrella organization that provides workspaces for a community of some 50 cultural initiatives, organizations, 
agencies, and editorial offices working in the cultural sector.  
© museumsQuartier Wien, foto: alexander Eugen Koller
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Within the framework of Fulbright grants, 
the following ten austrian universities remitted 
tuition (€726 per semester) for all US Fulbright 
students:

 1. alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt
 2. ifK international research center for 
  cultural studies
 3. Johannes Kepler university linz
 4. tu Wien
 5. university of graz
 6. university of music and Performing arts graz
 7. university of music and Performing arts vienna
 8. university of natural resources and 
  life sciences, vienna
 9. university of salzburg
10. university of vienna

partner 
institutions
Fulbright Austria is fortunate to work with a wide variety of governmental 
and non-governmental institutions as well as colleges, universities, and 
private foundations in Austria and the United States. In 2017–18, these 
partners included:

austrian federal ministry for Europe, integration, and foreign affairs

austrian federal ministry of Education, science and research

J. William fulbright foreign scholarship board, Washington, dc 

us department of state: bureau of Educational and  

cultural affairs (Eca) and Educationusa

the Embassy of the united states in austria (Public affairs section)

The ECA contracts with a variety of so-called cooperating agencies in the 
US to assist the US Department of State, binational Fulbright commissions, 
and US embassies with the stateside management of certain aspects of the 
program, and it also covers the associated costs. Their services include 
managing the recruitment, applications, and preliminary screening of US 
students and scholars for Fulbright awards abroad and assisting inbound 
international Fulbright grantees with applications for programs, placement, 
orientation, and onsite support. The cooperating agencies that collaborate 
with Fulbright Austria include:

council for international Exchange of scholars, Washington, dc 

institute of international Education, new york, new york (students)

World learning, Washington, dc (fulbright specialist Program)

Since 1997, Fulbright Austria has established a broad range of strategic 
partnerships with a wide variety of universities, universities of applied 
sciences, research centers, museums, and foundations in Austria and the 
US, which has allowed it to substantially increase the number of grants it 
awards to US students and scholars. To date, Fulbright Austria has concluded 
sponsorship and cost-sharing agreements with 22 different institutions in 

Austria as well as with the University of Minnesota, the Craig and Kathryn  
Hall Foundation (Texas), and the Dietrich W. Botstiber Foundation 
(Pennsylvania) in the US. The following 27 awards are hyphenated with 
the names of their respective host institutions or sponsors to acknowledge 
their valuable support:

1997–1999

fulbright-freud (sigmund freud Privatstiftung) 
visiting scholar of Psychoanalysis (1997) 
fulbright-internationales forschungszentrum  
Kulturwissenschaften an der Kunstuniversität linz 
(ifK) Junior visiting fellow (1997) 
fulbright-internationales forschungszentrum  
Kulturwissenschaften an der Kunstuniversität linz 
(ifK) senior visiting fellow (1997) 
fulbright-Karl franzens university graz visiting  
Professor in cultural studies (1998) 
fulbright-university of innsbruck visiting Professor 
(rotating) (1998) 
fulbright-university of salzburg visiting Professor 
(rotating) (1998) 
fulbright-university of vienna visiting Professor in 
the humanities and cultural studies (1998) 
fulbright-university of Klagenfurt visiting Professor 
(rotating) (1999) 
fulbright-university of minnesota visiting Professor 
(1999) 
fulbright-diplomatic academy visiting Professor of 
international relations (1999) 
fulbright-Johannes Kepler university of linz visiting 
Professor (rotating) (1999)

2001–2008

fulbright-hall distinguished chair of  
Entrepreneurship in central Europe: craig and  
Kathryn hall foundation, dallas, texas (2001) - 
hosted by Wu vienna since 2010 
fulbright-Wu (vienna university of Economics and 
business administration) visiting Professor (2004) 
fulbright-quartier21/mQ artist-in-residence (2005) 
fulbright-university of natural resources and ap-
plied life sciences visiting Professor in sustainable 
development (2007) 
fulbright-naWi graz visiting Professor in natural 
science: co-funded by Kfu and tu graz (2008)

2011–2018

fulbright-botstiber visiting Professor of austrian- 
american studies in austria: 
dietrich W. botstiber foundation, media,  
Pennsylvania (2011) 
fulbright-botstiber visiting Professor of  
austrian-american studies in the united states: 
dietrich W. botstiber foundation, media,  
Pennsylvania (2011) 
fulbright-botstiber visiting Professor of  
austrian-american studies in the united states:  
dietrich W. botstiber foundation, media,  
Pennsylvania (2011) 
fulbright-fh JoannEum university of applied 
sciences graz visiting Professor (2012) 
fulbright-graz university of technology visiting 
Professor (2012) 
fulbright-imc university of applied sciences Krems 
visiting Professor (2012) 
fulbright-management center innsbruck (mci) 
visiting Professor (2012) 
fulbright-salzburg university of applied sciences 
visiting Professor (2012) 
fulbright-university of applied sciences,  
fh campus Wien visiting Professor (2013) 
fulbright-natural history museum vienna visiting 
researcher (2015) 
fulbright-austrian marshall Plan foundation awards 
for graduate study and Phd research in science 
and technology (2017) 
fulbright-st. Pölten university of applied sciences 
visiting Professor (2018)

US host institutions provided their austrian 
foreign-language teaching assistants (Fltas) 
with generous tailor-made support packages 
consisting of salaries, stipends, grants or 
work-study awards, room and board, and 
tuition remission for two courses per semester. 
these packages covered the great majority 
of on-site costs associated with the Fltas’ 
awards. german departments at the following 
14 US colleges and universities hosted austrian 
teaching assistants under the auspices of the 
Flta program:

 1. agnes scott college
 2. bates college
 3. bowling green state university
 4. college of saint benedict/saint John’s university
 5. college of Wooster
 6. Emory university
 7. florida gulf coast university
 8. hartwick college
 9. linfield college
10. ohio state university
11. Pacific university
12. university of illinois at urbana-champaign
13. university of montana
14. university of oklahoma

the following seven US institutions augmented 
austrian Fulbright students’ grants with 
additional scholarships, stipends, or tuition 
remissions to facilitate the students’ enrollment 
in their respective graduate programs:

 1. brandeis university
 2. columbia university (3)
 3. george Washington university
 4. institute of international Education shepherd fund 
 5. new school for social research
 6. new york university (2)
 7. texas a&m university (2)
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Funding FulbrigHt austria

Financial details based on 
annual audit, program year 2017–18

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES WITH PARTNERS 

The total value of all programs and opportunities facilitated by Fulbright 
Austria during the 2017–18 program year was $4,361,977 (€3,755,662) 
(34): $2,571,315 (€2,213,902) for the binational Fulbright Program jointly 
funded by both governments with substantial contributions from over 60 
partner institutions in Austria and the United States (32) and $1,790,662 
(€1,541,760) for the US Teaching Assistantship Program in Austria unilat-
erally funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and 
Research (33). 

Fulbright Program administration (20) and programming for the enhance-
ment of grants, educational advising (EducationUSA), and the administration 
of the US Teaching Assistantship program (21) accounted for 10.9 and 4.1 
percent of the total value of all programs.

The annual audit of Fulbright Austria captures all of the income received 
(12) and expenses incurred (22). Fulbright Austria has five different sources 
of revenue: (1) discretionary core funding from both governments; (2) de-
dicated funding from governments and institutional partners earmarked for 
specific activities or grants; (3) revenues associated with services rendered; 
(4) revenue from the AAEC Trust Fund; and (5) donations. 

Fulbright Austria receives annual discretionary core funding from the 
US Department of State’s Bureau for Educational and Cultural Affairs 
(1) and the Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Rese-
arch (BMBWF) (3). These core contributions are primarily used to fund 
the costs of administrating the Fulbright Program proper (20) and other 
grant-enhancing activities, educational advising, and the administration of 
the BMBWF’s US Teaching Assistantship Program (21). These costs are 
also defrayed by some additional annual US governmental sources that are 
earmarked for specific purposes (2) as well as fees charged for services 
rendered related to the administration of the BMBWF’s US Teaching 
Assistantship Program (7 and 9).  Fulbright Austria also has an annual 
discretionary drawdown from its AAEC Trust Fund to subsidize program 
costs (10).

Fulbright Austria uses the discretionary core funding from both govern-
ments (1 and 3) to manage or leverage additional dedicated revenue for 
the program. Consequently, the lion’s share of the revenue for grants is 
dedicated funding from Austrian public sources or derived from Fulbright 
Austria’s broad network of institutional partnerships. The Austrian govern-
ment directly provides funding earmarked for the costs of all grants for 
Austrian Fulbright students enrolled in US postgraduate programs (4 and 
5) as well as some awards for US research students in Austria (6). Income 
from institutional partners is almost exclusively used to fund grants for  
US scholars and a number of US students (8). 

Fulbright Austria expended a total of $957,002 (€823,937) on grants 
(19): $408,033 (€351,316) for Austrian grantees (13–15) and $548,970 
(€472,663) for US grantees (16–18).

LEVERAGING VALUE

Fulbright Austria effectively doubled the impact of every dollar spent on 
grants by leveraging another dollar of additional support for grantees 1:1 
(31). Austrian and US grantees receive these cash or in-kind benefits under 
the auspices of their award directly on site from partner institutions in the 
form of salaries, additional scholarships, stipends, tuition remissions, room 
and board, housing, or other benefits. 

The total value of the additional direct and in-kind support that Fulbright 
grantees received under the auspices of their Fulbright awards during 
the 2017–18 program year was $960,731(€827,189) (31): $675,516 
(€581,619) for Austrian grantees (23–26) and $285,215 (€245,570) for  
US grantees (27–30).

Fulbright Austria grantees received a total of $1,917,733 (€1,651,168) in 
support in grants and other forms of additional direct and in-kind support 
(19 + 31) during the 2017–18 program year. 

Since 1962, Fulbright Austria has been instrumental in administering the 
recruitment, screening, and placement of US college and university gradu-
ates in the teaching assistantship program funded by the BMBWF outside 
of the Fulbright Program architecture, and the opportunities it brokered 
for 145 US teaching assistants at Austrian secondary schools during the 
2017–18 program year represented $1,790,662 (€1,541,760) in value (33). 
US teaching assistants do not apply for Fulbright awards in the US, nor do 
they receive Fulbright grants in Vienna. Fulbright Austria directly handles 
applications for this BMBWF-funded program and collaborates with 
the Austrian authorities to select and place finalists as salaried, part-time 
teachers, who also receive comprehensive medical insurance coverage at 
Austrian secondary schools. 

THE FULBRIGHT AUSTRIA OPPORTUNITy FUND

In the course of its strategic planning exercise “Fulbright in the 21st 
Century” in 2016, the Fulbright Austria board decided to develop its 
fundraising and development capacities in order to respond to a number 
of structural challenges associated with ongoing tight public spending 
for education and culture, inflationary pressures, and increasing costs. 
Vice Chancellor Reihnold Mitterlehner, who was the minister for science, 
research and economy at the time, enthusiastically greeted this initiative by 
providing Fulbright Austria with a grant of €150,000 to incentivize giving 
by matching donations made in Austria 1:1, and Fulbright Austria actively 
started soliciting donations in the 2017–18 program year.

The response of Austrian and American alumni to Fulbright Austria’s 
inaugural call for support in 2017–18 resulted donations totaling €82,398, 
which have been doubled with a 1:1 match from the ministry’s incentive 
funding. An additional $20,733 of tax deductible donations were made in 
in the United States and forwarded to Fulbright Austria under the auspices 
of its transnational giving agreement with the Institute of International 
Education: a registered 501(c)(3) in New York City. All the monies donated 
or matched in 2017–18 are held as deferred income in the Fulbright Austria 
Opportunity Fund, and they will be used to cover the costs of grants and 
grant enhancing activities for students, in particular, as of the 2018–19 
program year.

Support from the friends, associates, and alumni of Fulbright Austria 
programs plays a critical role in Fulbright Austria’s ability to ensure that 
the opportunities it has created and facilitated for so many grantees in the 
past will be available and accessible to a new generation of Fulbrighters in 
the future.

ANNUAL REPORT funding fulbright austria

excHange rate on september 30, 2018 €0.86 $1.00 %

INCOME: MONETARy CONTRIBUTIONS TO AAEC

1 us government: core funding fulbright Program (€ exchange rate on date of receipt) €309,986 $348,365 8.3

2 other us government funding: Eca end-of-year; projects; us embassy grants; Educationusa 
(exchange rate on date of receipt)

€68,173 $ 73,647 1.8

3 austrian government: bmbWf core funding fulbright Program €254,355 $ 295,418 6.8

4 austrian government: bmbWf Postgraduate Program austrian students €239,327 $ 277,964 6.4

5 bmbWf Postgraduate Program reserve from previous years (drawdown) €13,455 $ 15,628 0.4

6 bmbWf fulbright-mach awards €18,900 $ 21,951 0.5

7 austrian government bmbWf: usta program administration, (bmnt = € 4,760) €44,760 $ 51,986 1.2

8 income from jointly sponsored fulbright grants (21 institutions) €370,315 $ 430,099 9.9

9 usta program administrative fees €12,244 $ 14,221 0.3

10 aaEc trust fund contribution toward program costs €55,198 $ 64,109 1.5

11 currency adjustment: usd/Eur exchange rates €0 $ 17,196 0.0

12 total Fulbright austria income €1,386,713 $ 1,610,584 36.9

COMMITMENTS AND EXPENDITURES

13 austrian scholars (4) €44,259 $51,404 1.2

14 austrian students (12) €266,237 $309,219 7.1

15 austrian teaching assistants (14) €40,820 $47,410 1.1

subtotal austrian grants program €351,316 $408,033 9.4

16 us distinguished chair & scholars/lecturers/researchers (21) €391,796 $455,048 10.4

17 us students  (2 fulbright-mach, 1 ifK, 2 full research, and 13 combined grants) €80,025 $92,944 2.1

18 us intercountry lecture Program €842 $978 0.0

subtotal us grants program €472,663 $548,970 12.6

19 grants subtotal €823,979 $957,002 21.9

20 fulbright Program administration €407,530 $473,322 10.9

21 grant enhancement, educational advising, usta program management €155,204 $180,260 4.1

22 total Fulbright austria expenses €1,386,713 $1,610,584 36.9

DIRECT AND IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO FULBRIGHT GRANTEES

23 us university cost sharing for austrian fulbright students (solicited by iiE) €164,853 $191,467 4.4

24 additional iiE funding for austrian fulbright students (iiE shepherd fund) €25,424 $29,528 0.7

25 austrian fulbright language teaching assistantship program (us colleges and universities) €381,173 $442,710 10.1

26 salary/direct benefits for visiting austrian fulbright Professor: university of minnesota €10,169 $11,811 0.3

subtotal austrian program €581,619 $675,516 15.5

27 fulbright specialists: ciEs grants (5) and austrian host institution cost sharing €34,560 $40,139 0.9

28 housing for us grantees (in-kind contributions from austrian host institutions) €29,768 $34,574 0.8

29 tuition remission for us students at austrian universities €26,162 $30,386 0.7

30 bmbWf salaries for us fulbright students: 13 grants combined with us teaching assistantships €155,080 $180,116 4.1

subtotal us program €245,570 $285,215 6.5

31 total direct and in-kind contributions for fulbright grantees €827,189 $960,731 22.0

32 total Fulbright program value €2,213,902 $2,571,315 58.9

33 bmbWF us teaching assistantship program (132) €1,541,760 $1,790,662 41.1

34 total Fulbright and bmbWF us teaching assistantship program €3,755,662 $4,361,977 100.0
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participants
ANNUAL REPORT ParticiPants

607

researchersLecturers  teachers students students 
of boLogna 
center

participants 
of the 
“saLzburg 
seminar in 
american
studies”

sociaL 
WorKers - 
counciL of 
internationaL 
programs

290

187

2,346 52 90 131

215

researchersLecturers  teachers students intercountry 
exchange 
program

fuLbright 
speciaLists

586

81

1,488
198 54

austrians 
1951–52 to 2017–18 
(total 3,703)

americans 
1951–52 to 2017–18 
(total 2,622)
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FulbrigHt austria
austrian and us program 
participants 2017–2018

austrian fulbright students at us universities   12
us fulbright students at austrian universities   18
austrian fulbright scholars   4
us fulbright scholars   21
us fulbright specialists   5
austrian foreign language teaching assistants at us colleges and universities  14
us foreign language teaching assistants at austrian secondary schools—  132+13 
a Program administered by fulbright austria on behalf of the austrian federal ministry of science,  
research and Education

ANNUAL REPORT aPPEndix ANNUAL REPORT fulbright studEnts

Austrian Fulbright Students  
at US Universities (12)

Judith Bauder
university of vienna 
llm, law 
new york university, new york

Stephanie Falkeis
university of applied arts vienna 
mfa, film  
columbia university, ny

Gregor Kainz
stockholm school of Economics 
ma, Politics and Education  
columbia university, new york

Marion Kipiani
fernuniversität in hagen 
ma, international affairs 
texas a&m university, texas

Sara Mansour Fallah
university of vienna 
llm, law 
george Washington university, dc

Katharina Menschick
university of vienna 
ma, liberal studies 
city university of new york, new york

Patrick Mokre
university of vienna 
ma, Economics 
new school for social research, ny

Ifeoma Melissa Ofoedu
university of vienna 
ma, sustainable international development 
brandeis university, massachusetts

Roman Pable
university of vienna 
ma, global Policy studies 
university of texas at austin, texas

Julia Pyszkowski
technical university of vienna 
march, architecture 
columbia university, new york

Christoph Seidl
technical university of vienna 
ms, Electrical Engineering 
texas a&m university, texas

Mirabelle Spreckelsen
university of vienna 
ma, museum studies 
new york university, new york

US Fulbright Students at Austrian 
Universities (18)

Kaleb Cabisca
ithaca college, new york 
combined grant 
ba, modern history 
In Their Own Words: Austrian Views on the 1908 
Annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina 
university of vienna

Melissa Danas
the new school, new york  
full-time research/study grant 
ma, musical instrument training/Wind–french horn
In Search of Sound: Resisting Homogeneity in 
Orchestral Music During the Global Era
university of music and Performing arts vienna

Kristina Dill
lewis and clark college, oregon 
combined grant 
ba, musicology
Early Music Printing North of the Alps: Exploring 
Regional Variations in Title Page Design
university of salzburg

Jesse Feiman
massachusetts institute of technology,  
massachusetts 
fulbright-mach award 
Phd, art and architectural history 
History, Politics, and Taxonomy in Habsburg Vienna
university of vienna

John Harkness
arizona state university, arizona  
combined grant 
ba, modern history 
Religion and the Politics of Immigration  
in Postwar Austria
university of graz

Ryan Hellenbrand
appalachian state university, north carolina  
community-based combined grant 
ba, interdisciplinary studies 
Stewards of the Future: Connecting Memory, 
Environment and Regional Identity
Zentrum für migrantinnen in tirol

Susan Hoops
saint olaf college, minnesota 
combined grant 
ba, computer sciences 
Visual Analysis of Scientific Workflows
Johannes Kepler university linz

Kelsey McDermott 
bates college, maine 
combined grant 
ba, Education 
A Study of Art Education Practices in Austria  
Kunsthistorisches museum

Robert McDonough
la salle university, Pennsylvania 
combined grant 
ba, interpretation/translation 
robert musil-institut für literaturforschung, 
An Analysis of Translator and Author: Lessons from 
Wydenbruck and Lavant
alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt

 
 
 
 
Madison Moll
michigan state university, michigan 
combined grant 
ba, Education
A Case Study on Music Education in a Viennese 
Public Secondary School
university of music and Performing arts vienna

Christopher Munjar
linfield college, oregon 
combined grant 
ba, chemistry
Cell and Bacteria Adhesion
university of natural resources and life sciences, 
vienna

Maxwell Phillips
harvard university, massachusetts 
combined grant 
ba, music composition
Compositional and Cultural Connections Between 
the U.S. and Austria Today
university of music and Performing arts graz

Laurianne Posch
university of new hampshire, new hampshire 
community-based combined grant 
ba, international relations
Identity & Integration: Exploring Intersections of 
Culture through Community Interaction
vobis: verein für offene begegnung und  
integration durch sprache

Thomas Prendergast
duke university, north carolina 
fulbright-ifK Junior fellow 
Phd, cultural and intellectual history
In Defense of Empire: Austrian Sociology and the 
European Nation-State, 1870–1914
ifK international research center for cultural 
studies

Savannah Scott
roanoke college, virgina 
full-time research/study grant 
ba, biology
Analysis of Austrian Water Quality Using Single- 
Genus Sequencing and MST Techniques
tu Wien

Thomas Tearney
university of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania 
fulbright-mach award 
Phd, language and literature
Wege der Verheißung: Time and Prophecy in  
Franz Werfel and Joseph Roth
university of vienna

Ava Tessitore
boston college, massachusetts  
combined grant 
ba, linguistics
Chivalry Lives On: Analysis and Translation of  
German Minnelieder
university of salzburg

Hannah Wayne
boston university, massachusetts 
community-based combined grant 
ba, Education
Language Acquisition and Cultural Integration
caritas vienna
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Austrian Fulbright Scholars (4)

Kerstin Hödlmoser
university of salzburg
fulbright visiting scholar
neuroscience
Sleep to Rembember….but also to forget: A 
Combined fMRI and EEG approach to investigate 
sleep-dependent motor adaptation
university of california, berkeley, california 
may 28, 2018–september 29, 2018

Andreas Holzinger
university of innsbruck
fulbright visiting scholar
botany
Green algae on their way to conquer land: 
Why are some groups so successful?”
university of connecticut, connecticut 
april 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Irene Maier
university of vienna
fulbright vistiting scholar
biology
Osteo-Immunogenicity and Microbiota in 
Radiotherapy
university of california, riverside, california 
december 1, 2017–march 31, 2018

Erich Striessnig 
austrian academy of sciences; vienna institute 
of demography
fulbright-botstiber visiting Professor of 
austrian-american studies in the united states
demography
Spatial Projections of Age-Structured Populations
national center for atmospheric research, colorado 
august 1, 2017–november 30, 2017

US Fulbright Scholars (21)

Iman Borazjani 
university at buffalo, the state university 
of new york, new york
fulbright-university of Klagenfurt visiting 
Professor in computer science and math
Engineering
Self-Organization in Aquatic Environment
alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt 
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Garry Bruton
texas christian university, forth Worth, texas
fulbright-Kathryn and craig hall distinguished 
chair for Entrepreneurship in central Europe at 
vienna university of Economics and business (Wu)
business
Command Innovation: An Institutional View of 
When It Resurrected a Nation
vienna university of Economics and business 
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Corey Dolgon
stonehill college, massachusetts
fulbright-university of salzburg visiting Professor 
at the interfaculty department of geoinformatics
sociology
On the Streets of the World: Participatory Action 
Research with Refugee Populations
university of salzburg
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Lisa Feurzeig
grand valley state university, michigan
fulbright-ifK senior fellow in cultural studies 
music studies
Museum Pieces or Ironic Critiques? 
Operetta Production and Reception in Austria 
and Its Neighbors Today
ifK international research center for cultural studies 
october 1, 2017–January 31, 2018

Martin Gannon
california state university san marcos, california
fulbright-Johannes Kepler university linz visiting 
Professor at the faculty of social sciences
business
Creating A Cultural Metaphor for Austria and 
Testing It
Johannes Kepler university linz
october 1, 2017–January 31, 2018

Paige Haber-Curran
texas state university, texas
fulbright-salzburg university of applied sciences 
visiting Professor
business
Developing and Examining Emotionally Intelligent 
Leadership in Austrian Business Administration 
Graduate Education
salzburg university of applied sciences
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Paul Francis Hawkshaw
yale university, connecticut
fulbright lecturing/research award
music studies
A Bequest and a Complex Legacy: Untangling 
Anton Bruckner‘s Revisions in Later Times
university of vienna / university of music and  
Performing arts vienna
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Sylvia Henneberg
morehead state university, Kentucky
fulbright lecturer in american studies
literature
The Feminization of First-World Problems: Models 
of Resistance in the Poetry of Gwendolyn Brooks 
and Lucille Clifton
university of vienna
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Stephanie Hoffer
ohio state university, ohio
fulbright-Wu (vienna university of Economics and 
business) visiting Professor
law
Comparative Taxation of Corporate Reorganizations
vienna university of Economics and business
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Reuben Hudson
colby college, maine
fulbright-naWi graz visiting Professor in the 
natural sciences
chemistry
Synthesis and Characterization of a New Class 
of Thermostable Proton Conducting Materials to 
Enable High Efficiency Hydrogen Fuel Cells
naWi graz
october 1, 2017–January 30, 2018

David King
florida state university, florida
fulbright-management center innsbruck (mci) 
visiting Professor
business
Strategic Impact of Merger and Acquisition (M&A) 
Activity on Organizations
management center innsbruck
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Joseph Malherek
library of congress, Washington, dc
fulbright-botstiber visiting Professor of  
austrian-american studies in austria
history
From Bauhaus to Maxwell House: Emigres and the 
Making of American Consumer Culture, 1933–1976
university of vienna
october 1, 2017–January 30, 2018

Daniel McCole
michigan state university, michigan
fulbright-imc university of applied sciences Krems 
visiting Professor
travel/tourism
Addressing the Challenges of the Growing 
International Tourism Industry
imc university of applied sciences Krems
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Rene Mueller
college of charleston, south carolina
fulbright-management center innsbruck (mci) 
visiting Professor
business
Marketing and International Business
management center innsbruck
october 1, 2017–January 30, 2018

Jeffrey Munroe
middlebury college, vermont
fulbright-university of innsbruck visiting Professor 
in natural sciences
geology
Speleothem-based Reconstruction of Last Glacial 
Maximum Paleoclimate
university of innsbruck
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Donna Orange
new york university, new york
fulbright-freud visiting scholar of Psychoanalysis
Psychology
Toward an Inclusive Contemporary Psychoanalysis: 
Loewald’s Philosophical Reading of Freud
sigmund freud museum
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Christoph Rosenmueller
middle tennessee state university, tennessee
fulbright-Karl franzens university graz visiting 
Professor in cultural studies
history
Habsburg Cultures of Law. Atlantic and Local  
Justice Between Graz and Mexico City, c.1650-1700
university of graz 
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Linda Shimizu
university of south carolina, south carolina
fulbright-university of vienna visiting Professor of 
sciences
chemistry
Exploring New Directions with Functional Organic 
Crystals
university of vienna
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Donald Stoker
united states naval War college, california
fulbright-diplomatic academy visiting Professor of 
international studies 
history
Why the US Loses Wars
diplomatic academy
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018

Markus Vogl
university of akron, ohio
fulbright-Quartier21/museumsQuartier  
artist-in-residence
arts
In silico et in situ – Wien
museumsQuartier Wien/ Quartier 21 
march 1, 2018–april 30, 2018

Elowyn yager
university of idaho, idaho
fulbright-university of natural resources and life 
sciences vienna visiting Professor
Engineering
A Mechanistic Understanding of Sediment Trans-
port in Mountain Channels to Aid in Natural Hazard 
Mitigation and Graduate Education
university of natural resources and life sciences, 
vienna
march 1, 2018–June 30, 2018
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US Fulbright Specialists (5)

James Forsher
seattle film institute, Washington
communication studies
Censorship, Propaganda and Hollywood
university of vienna
may 1, 2018–may 30, 2018

Moira Inghilleri
university of massachusetts amherst, massachusetts
Eca-funded specialist in migration
translation
Migration: Refugee Aid Project
university of graz 
march 4, 2018–march 18, 2018

Kathleen Keefe-Cooperman
long island university, new york
Education
Training Teachers in Digital Literacy 
university college of teacher Education lower austria
may 25, 2018–June 8, 2018

Christopher Lukasik
Purdue university, indiana
English and american studies
Intermediality Studies Curriculum
university of graz 
may 8, 2018–may 30, 2018 

Shaireen Rasheed
long island university, new york
Education
Handling with Diversity
university of salzburg 
november 20, 2017–december 4, 2017

Austrian Foreign Language Teaching Assistants at  
US Colleges and Universities (14)

Nana Acherer
university of vienna 
teacher training English & history 
university of montana, montana

Sebastian Braunsberger
university of vienna 
chinese studies, teacher training german and movement & sports 
college of saint benedict/saint John’s university, minnesota

Christina Capellari
university of graz 
fh JoannEum – university of applied sciences 
English & american studies, Public communication 
Pacific university, oregon

Arwa Elabd
university of vienna 
teacher training german and spanish 
bowling green state university, ohio

Helena Geisler
university of salzburg 
teacher training English and history, gfl/gsl 
Emory university, georgia

Stefanie Hehenberger
university of vienna 
teacher training English and history, visual history 
university of oklahoma, oklahoma

Anna Klicznik
university college of teacher Education salzburg 
Primary school teaching 
linfield college, oregon

Robert Koller
alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt 
teacher training English and german 
ohio state university, ohio

Katrin Laschober
university of vienna 
linguistics, Educational sciences 
bates college, maine

Lisa Peham
university of salzburg 
teacher training English and mathematics, gfl/gsl 
university of illinois at urbana-champaign, illinois

Julia Peyreder
university of vienna 
Primary school teaching, gfl/gsl 
agnes scott college, georgia

Gisela Schneider
alpen-adria-universität Klagenfurt 
cultural studies, gfl/gsl 
florida gulf coast university, florida

Susanne Steinbichl
university of salzburg 
teacher training English and history, gfl/gsl 
hartwick college, new york

Julia Streßler
university of vienna 
teacher training English and Psychology & Philosophy 
college of Wooster, ohio
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US Foreign Language Teaching Assistants at Austrian 
Secondary Schools—a Program Administered by 
Fulbright Austria on Behalf of the Austrian Federal 
Ministry of Science, Research and Education (132+13)

Esther Adams (new)
barnard college, new york
bundesrealgymnasium traun
schulstraße 59, 4050, traun
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg  
Khevenmüllerstraße 1, 4020, linz

Alicia Alderson (extension)
california state university long beach, california
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Pockensteinerstraße 3, 3340, Waidhofen a. d. ybbs
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
im vogelsang 8, 3340, Waidhofen a. d. ybbs

Elizabeth Anderson (new)
Worcester Polytechnic institute, massachusetts
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg
Edelseegasse 13, 8230, hartberg
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
Edelseegasse 13, 8230, hartberg

Theresa Anderson (new)
carson-newman university, tennessee
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium „christian-doppler-gymnasi-
um“ bg ii
franz-Josefs-Kai 41, 5020, salzburg
bundesgymnasium, bundesrealgymnasium und wirtschaftskundliches bun-
desrealgymnasium für berufstätige bg brg und Wk brg ber.t.
franz-Josefs-Kai 41, 5020, salzburg 

Julia Armenta (extension)
Kenyon college, ohio
bundesrealgymnasium brg, Pichelmayergasse 1, 1100, Wien
gymnasium des institutes neulandschulen gymnasium  neulandschule
ludwig-von-höhnel-gasse 17-19, 1100, Wien

Josiah Ault (new)
university of michigan, michigan
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt, bundeshandelsakademie und bundes-
handelsschule htbla bhaK bhas 
ungargasse 69, 1030, Wien
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
leberstraße 4c, 1030, Wien

Jackson Bierfeldt (new)
university of chicago, illinois
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg/brg liese Prokop-straße 
1, 2100, Korneuburg
Expositur der bundeshandelsakademie Korneuburg (312438) bundeshandels-
schule bhas  ExPos. Korneuburg
schulgasse, 4, 2000

Hannah Blakeley (new)
university of iowa, iowa
höhere graphische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt höhere  graphische 
blva leyserstraße 6, 1140, Wien

Sarah Blasius (new)
university of michigan, michigan 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg  schulstraße 3, 4780, 
schärding
bundeshandelsakademie bhaK
schulstraße 3, 4780,schärding

Zachary Bookman (extension)
university of south carolina, south carolina
bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium bg/borg  
schillerstraße 13, 6800, feldkirch

Brittany Boyle (new)
university of michigan, michigan bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasi-
um bg brg Josefstraße 84, 3101, sankt Pölten
bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium st. Pölten, 
schulring 16, 3100, sankt Pölten

Collin Brown (new)
university of maryland, maryland
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
beethovenstraße 6, 4910, ried im innkreis
bundesbildungsanstalt für Kindergartenpädagogik baKiP
gartenstraße 1, 4910, ried im innkreis

Alayna Bruney (new)
ohio state university, ohio
bundesgymnasium und sportrealgymnasium (hib) saalfelden  
lichtenbergstraße, 13, 5760 saalfelden am steinernen meer
bg/brg Zell am see
Karl-vogt-straße 21, 5700, Zell am see

Eric Bush (new)
university of montana, montana
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule laa/thaya
anton-bruckner-straße 39, 2136, laa an der thaya
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
martin-Wachter-Platz 6, 2136, laa an der thaya

Kaleb Cabisca (new)
ithaca college, new york
bundesgymnasium bg/brg v  
rainergasse 39, 1050, Wien
bundesrealgymnasium brg  reinprechtsdorferstraße 24, 1050, Wien 
 
Emma Cardwell (new)
davidson college, north carolina 
bundesgymnasium/bundesrealgymnasium/sportrealgymnasium 
reithmannstraße 1-3, 6020, innsbruckWirtschaftskundliches realgymnasium 
für mädchen des Konventes der ursulinen Wk rg ursulinen  
fürstenweg 86, 6020, innsbruck

Sydney Carlson (new)
university of minnesota twin cities, minnesota
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
sankt martiner straße 7, 9500, villach

David Cartier (extension)
boston college, massachusetts
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
schillerstraße 10, 6700, bludenz
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
schillerstraße 7b, 6800, feldkirch

Hannah Catron (extension)
university of st. andrews, united Kingdom
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg/brg
frauengasse 3-5, 2500, baden
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
mühlgasse 65, 2500, baden

Lynne Cherchia (new)
boston university, massachusetts
bundesgymnasium, bundesrealgymnasium und bundes-oberstufenrealgym-
nasium bg brg borg
gymnasiumstraße 1, 5600, sankt Johann im Pongau
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium „Pierre de coubertin bundes-oberstufenre-
algymnasium radstadt“ borg
moosallee 7, 5550, radstadt
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Benjamin Greenho (new)
Washington university in st. louis, missouri
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg sillgasse 10, 6020, 
innsbruck
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Karl-schönherr-str. 2, 6020, innsbruck

Heidi Grompe (new)
university of Portland, oregon
höhere bundeslehranstalt für landwirtschaft hbla  f. landw
ursprungstraße 4, 5161, Elixhausen

Bethany Guse (extension)
st. olaf college, minnesota
stiftsgymnasium Wilhering
linzer straße 8, 4073, Wilhering
gymnasium und realgymnasium des schulvereines Kollegium aloisianum bg 
brg  freinbergstraße 32, 4020, linz, donau

William Hardesty-Dyck (extension)
Williams college, massachusetts
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva ibererstraße
ibererstraße 15-21, 8051, graz-gösting
oberstufenrealgymnasium des schulvereins der grazer schulschwestern org 
schulschwestern  Eggenberg
Eggenberg, georgigasse 84, 8020 graz 

John Harkness (new)
arizona state university, arizona
bundesgymnasium bg Pestalozzistraße
Pestalozzistraße 5, 8010 graz
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium b/r/g dreihackengasse
dreihackengasse 11, 8020, graz

Caroline Harpster (extension)
university of Portland, oregon
Private Pädagogische hochschule stiftung burgenland PPh-bgld
thomas alva Edison-straße 1, 7000, Eisenstadt

Nicole Haske (extension)
drake university, iowa
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg  mistelbach
brennerweg 8, 2130, mistelbach
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla f.w.berufe  brennerweg
brennerweg 8, 2130, mistelbach

Lena Head (extension)
university of oklahoma, oklahoma
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
offenburgergasse 23, 8160, Weiz 

Ryan Hellenbrand (new)
appalachian state university, north carolina
bundesrealgymnasium in der au/ brg  innsbruck bachlechnerstraße
bachlechnerstraße 35, 6020, innsbruck
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg  fallmerayerstraße 7,  
6020, innsbruck

Jenna Hicken (new)
Western michigan university, michigan
höhere bundeslehranstalt für künstlerische gestaltung
garnisonstraße 25, 4020, linz, donau
höhere gewerbliche bundeslehranstalt (fachrichtung mode und bekleidungs-
technik) hgbla
blütenstraße 23, 4040, linz, donau

Aviv Hilbig-Bokaer (new)
clark university, massachusetts
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg radetzkystraße
radetzkystraße 2a, 1030, Wien
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg  landstr.hauptstr.
landstraßer hauptstraße 70, 1030, Wien

Meghan Hill (new)
university of new hampshire, new hampshire
höhere lehranstalt und fachschule für wirtschaftliche berufe der Erzdiözese 
salzburg-“multiaugustinum“ mit aufbaulehrgang multi-media
schulgasse 60, 5581, sankt margarethen im lungau
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule tamsweg
lasabergweg 10, 5580, tamsweg

Kathlynn Hinkfuss (new)
macalester college, minnesota
Private Pädagogische hochschule - hochschulstiftung Erzdiözese Wien PPh-Ed-W
mayerweckstraße 1, 1210, Wien

Chelsea Hinshaw (extension)
ohio state university, ohio
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule 1 international 
Kumpfgasse 21a, 9020 Klagenfurt – 
realgymnasium und oberstufenrealgymnasium st. ursula mit modellversuch 
neue mittelschule der Katholischen Privatschulstiftung der der diözese gurk 
org/nms st. ursula
ursulinengasse 5/2, 9020 Klagenfurt

Ezekiel Honegger (new)
ohio state university, ohio
bg/brg Purkersdorf
herrengasse 4, 3002 Purkersdorf – 
bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium neulengbach
sindelarstraße 440, 3040 neulengbach

Susan Hoops (new)
st. olaf college, minnesota
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg
honauerstraße 24, 4020 linz

Megan Hull (new)
hendrix college, arkansas
hlmW9 michelbeuern
michelbeuerngasse 12, 1090 Wien – 
caritas ausbildungszentrum für sozialberufe der Erzdiözese Wien ausb. 
Zentrum caritas
seegasse 30, 1090 Wien

Faith Hundtoft (new)
california state university long beach, california
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
gymnasiumstraße 19, 7350 oberpullendorf – 
bundesgymnasium, bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymna-
sium bg brg borg
gymnasiumstraße 21, 7350 oberpullendorf

Jeffrey Janus (new)
college of Wooster, ohio
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla
thaliastraße 125 – hettenkofergasse 15, 1160 Wien – 
höhere gewerbliche bundeslehranstalt “fachrichtungen mode- und beklei-
dungstechnik sowie künstlerische gestaltung“ hgbla mode
herbststraße 104, 1160 Wien

John Joyce (extension)
montclair state university, new Jersey
bundesrealgymnasium viktring
stift-viktring-straße 25, 9073 Klagenfurt-viktring
Zweisprachige bundeshandelsakademie Zweispr. bhaK 
Professor-hanezic-Platz 1, 9020 Klagenfurt 

Pearl Kahle (new)
university of Portland, oregon
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK/bhas
neualmer straße 28, 5400 hallein – 
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla
davidstraße 5, 5400 hallein

Danielle Childs (new)
university of Portland, oregon
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
franz-Keim-gasse 3, 2340, mödling
bundesrealgymnasium unter besonderer berücksichtigung der sportlichen 
ausbildung 
gießhübler straße 37-39, 2344 maria Enzersdorf am gebirge

Lorianna Clarke-Alexander (extension)
Kent state university, ohio
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hla w. berufe
dr.-Karl-Widdmann-straße 40, 8160, Weizbundeshandelsakademie und bun-
deshandelsschule bhaK bhas
dr.Karl Widdmann-straße 40, 8160, Weiz
 
Austin Cole (new)
university of north carolina at greensboro, north carolina
liese Prokop Privatschule für hochleistungssportler - org und has f. hoch-
leistungssportlerinnen d.vereins Österr. leistungssport Zentrum-südstadt Priv. 
org u. has südstadt
liese Prokop Platz 1, 2344 maria Enzersdorfbundesgymnasium bg
untere bachgasse 8, 2340 mödling

John Costello (extension)
college of William and mary, virgina
höhere bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt für chemische industrie hblva 
chemische industrie
rosensteingasse 79, 1170, Wien

Elizabeth Czapski (new)
university of Wisconsin-madison, Wisconsin
höhere landwirtschaftliche bundeslehranstalt, francisco-Josephinum hlWbla
schloss Weinzierl 1, 3250, Wieselburg an der Erlauf

Zachary Daus (new)
macalester college, minnesota
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
donauinselplatz, 1210, Wien
bundesgymnasium, bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymna-
sium bg brg borg
gerasdorferstraße 103, 1210, Wien

Adam Davis (extension)
california state university long beach, california
bg/ brg Kufstein
maderspergerstraße 3, 6330, Kufstein
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
august-scherl-straße 1, 6330, Kufstein

Kristina Dill (new)
lewis and clark college, oregon
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla  itzlinger hauptstraße 30, 5022, 
salzburg

Talia Dunyak (extension)
lehigh university, Pennsylvania
bundesrealgymnasium brg schottenbastei
schottenbastei 7-9, 1010, Wien
schulzentrum Kenyongasse ahs
Kenyongasse 4-12, 1070, Wien

Aileen Echelberger (extension)
university of richmond, virgina
akademisches gymnasium linz
spittelwiese 14, 4020, linz
bundesrealgymnasium
hamerlingstraße 18, 4020, linz
 
Sarah Evans (new)
george Washington university, dc
Pädagogische hochschule vorarlberg Ph-vbg
liechtensteinerstr. 33-37, 6800, feldkirch

Emily Evers (extension)
university of north texas, texas
handelsakademie, handelsschule, schule für Edv, handelsakademie und 
handelsschule für berufstätige des vereines berufsförderungsinst. Wien haK 
haK bt bfi margarenten
margaretenstraße 65, 1050, Wien
höhere bundeslehranstalt für tourismus und höhere bundeslehranstalt für 
wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
bergheidengasse 5-19, 1130, Wien

Xan Faber (new)
columbia university, new york
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium
fischamender straße 23-25, 2460, bruck an der leitha
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg/brg, Ehrenbrunngasse 6, 
2320, schwechat

Caleb Farris (new)
university of oklahoma, oklahoma 
bundeshandelsakademie und
bundeshandelsschule
Kirchenplatz 2, 2020, hollabrunn
höhere bundeslehranstalt für tourismus hbla tourismus
seeweg 2, 2070, retz

Brady Fauth (extension)
university of maryland, maryland
grg 23 alterlaa
anton-baumgartner-straße 123, 1230, Wien
gymnasium und oberstufenrealgymnasium st. ursula Wien gym org  st. 
ursula
franz asenbauergasse 49, 1230, Wien

Monika Fowle (new)
university of Washington, Washington
höhere gewerbliche bundeslehranstalt (fachrichtung mode und bekleidungs-
technik) und höhere lehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hgbla  mode 
bekleidung
Kasernstraße 6, 3500, Krems an der donau
bundesgymnasium bg rechte Kremszeile
rechte Kremszeile 54, 3500, Krems an der donau

Arielle Friend (new)
new york university, new york
Pädagogische hochschule Kärnten Ph-Ktn  hubertusstraße
hubertusstraße 1, 9020, Klagenfurt
 
Alana Gale (new)
university of Wisconsin-milwaukee, Wisconsin
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium Judenburg
lindfeldgasse 10, 8750, Judenburg
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
stadionstraße 8-10, 8750, Judenburg
 
Patrick Gardner (new)
union college, new york
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
anton-bruckner-straße 16, 4600, Wels
bundesrealgymnasium brg Wallererstraße
Wallererstraße 25, 4600 Wels
 
Zachariah Golder (new)
miami university, ohio
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla  goethestraße 17, 4020, linz, 
donau
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt „litEc linzer technikum“ htbla
Paul-hahn-straße 4, 4020, linz, donau
 
Glen Gray (new)
california state university long beach, california
schumpeter handelsakademie und handelschule bhaK&bhas 13
maygasse 43, 1130, Wien
Private fachschule für wirtschaftliche berufe des schulvereins der dominikane-
rinnen fs w. berufe  dominikaner
auhofstraße 177, 1130, Wien
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Amy McGregor (new) 
university of michigan, michigan
Europagymnasium des schulvereins Europagymnasium vom guten hirten 
Europagymnasium
baumgartenberg 1, 4342 baumgartenberg – 
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
machlandstraße 46, 4320 Perg

Angela McMahan (new)
university of oklahoma, oklahoma
bundesgymnasium bg Wasagasse
Wasagasse 10, 1090 – 
bundesrealgymnasium brg 
glasergasse 25, 1090 Wien

Angelo Melari (new)
college of Wooster, ohio
höhere bundeslehranstalt für forstwirtschaft hbla  forstwirtschaft
dr.-theodor-Körner-straße 44, 8600 bruck an der mur

Genevieve Miner (extension)
macalester college, minnesota
Wirtschaftskundliches bundesrealgymnasium Wk brg sandgasse
sandgasse 40, 8010 graz
bundesrealgymnasium Petersgasse
Petersgasse 110, 8010 graz

Madison Moll (new)
michigan state university, michigan
bundesrealgymnasium mit modellversuch neue mittelschule brg/nms 
Kandlgasse - 
Kandlgasse 39, 1070 Wien
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg neustiftgasse 95-99, 1070 Wien

Spencer Moy (new)
university of chicago, illinois
bundeshandelsakademie bhaK aubrunnerweg
aubrunnerweg 4, 4040 linz-auhof - 
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
aubrunnerweg 4, 4040 linz

Chris Munjar (new)
linfield college, oregon
technologisches gewerbemuseum höhere technische bundeslehr- und 
versuchsanstalt Wexstraße 19-23, 1200 Wien

Elena Musz (new)
stanford university, california
Katholische bildungsanstalt für Kindergartenpädagogik des schulvereins 
barmherzige schwestern innsbruck baKiP  falkstraße 28, 6020 innsbruck - 
höhere bundeslehranstalt f. Wirtschaftl. berufe u. höhere techn. u. gewerbl. 
bla (fachrichtung mode u. bekleidungstechnik) hbla w. berufe
Weinhartstraße 4, 6020 innsbruck

Katie Neubart (extension)
chapman university, california
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg  
seebachergasse 11, 8010 graz
Privates gymnasium und oberstufenrealgymnasium des schulvereins der 
grazer ursulinen 
leonhardstraße 62, 8010 graz

Haley Nordeen (new)
ohio state university, ohio
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
ungargasse 29, 2700 Wiener neustadt – 
höhere lehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe schulverein institut sta. christiana
Wiener neustädter straße 74, 2821 lanzenkirchen
 
Alec Parry (new)
colorado college, colorado
höhere bundeslehranstalt und bundesamt für Wein- und obstbau hbla  
Wein-obstbau
Wiener straße 74, 3400 Klosterneuburg – 
höhere bundeslehranstalt für land- und Ernährungswirtschaft  
hbla  lEW, sitzenberg
sitzenberg, schlossbergstraße 4
3454 reidling

Carolyn Peckham (new)
grinnell college, iowa
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
Zernattostraße 2, 9800 spittal an der drau – 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Zernattostraße 2, 9800 spittal an der drau

Jacob Pelland (extension)
university of vermont, vermont
bundeshandelsakademie bhaK
Weinzierler straße 22, 4560 Kirchdorf an der Krems – 
bundesrealgymnasium und bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium brg borg
Weinzierler straße 22, 4560 Kirchdorf an der Krems

Keisha Pendery (extension)
the citadel, south carolina
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt „ortweinschule“ htbla  
Körösistraße 157, 8013 graz – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium  carnerigasse 30-32, 8010 graz

Megan Petrovich (new)
berry college, georgia
bundesgymnasium
Ettenreichgasse 41-43, 1100 Wien - 
Evangelisches gymnasium und Werkschulheim des evangelischen schulwer-
kes a.b. Erdbergstraße 222a, 1110 Wien

Lucia Petty (extension)
brown university, rhode island
hotel- und tourismusschulen modul der Wirtschaftskammer Wien hla  touris.
mod.Peter-Jord.
Peter-Jordan-straße 78-80, 1190 Wien – afsW
Kalvarienberggasse 28, 1170 Wien

Maxwell Phillips (new)
harvard university, massachusetts
bundesrealgymnasium brg  
Körösistraße 155, 8010 graz
akademisches gymnasium graz 
bürgergasse 15, 8010 graz

Abbie Pierce (new)
university of oklahoma, oklahoma
gymnasium und aufbaurealgymnasium des stiftes stams meinhardinum 
stiftshof 2, 6422 stams - 
oberstufenrealgymnasium für schisportler des vereines internatsschule für 
schisportler org 
hauptmann Kluibenschädl-straße 2, 6422 stams

Katherine Pineau (new)
university of richmond, virginia
bundesgymnasium bg
buchberggasse 31, 3400 Klosterneuburg

Laurianne Posch (new)
university of new hampshire, new hampshire bundesgymnasium und bun-
desrealgymnasium „Europagymnasium“
völkermarkter ring 27, 9020 Klagenfurt

Eric Post (extension)
the college of William and mary, virginia
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas  monsber-
gergasse 16, 8010 graz - 
bundesgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium unter besonderer 
berücksichtigung der sportlichen ausbildung (hib) hib  
Kadettengasse 19-23, 8041 graz-liebenau

Charles Qualey IV (extension)
colby college, maine
bundesgymnasium und wirtschaftskundliches bundesrealgymnasium bg brg 
Wk brg  haizingergasse 37, 1180 Wien – 
bundesrealgymnasium brg  schopenhauerstraße 49, 1180 Wien

Madeline Kaiser (new)
university of iowa, iowa
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
roseggergasse 2-4, 2380 Perchtoldsdorf – 
höhere lehranstalt für mode und bekleidungstechnik und einjährige haushal-
tungsschule des landes nÖ hla f. mode
Joseph hyrthl-Platz 3, 2340 mödling

Mitchell Katner (new)
university of Wisconsin-madison, Wisconsin
borg dornbirn-schoren
höchster straße 32, 6850 dornbirn – 
bundesgymnasium dornbirn
realschulstraße 3, 6850 dornbirn

Ezra Kauffman (new)
Wesleyan university, connecticut
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
anichstraße 26-28, 6020 innsbruck

Emily Kent (extension)
georgetown university, dc
Pädagogische hochschule Wien Ph-Wien
grenzackerstraße 18, 1100 Wien

Mattea Koon (new)
oberlin college, ohio
höhere technische lehranstalt und Werkmeisterschule des schulvereins der 
berg- und hüttenschule leoben htla
max-tendler-straße 3, 8700 leoben - 
hlW leoben
Kerpelystraße 17, 8700 leoben

Seth Kreibich (new)
university of Wisconsin-Eau claire, Wisconsin
bundesrealgymnasium brg michaelerplatz
michaelerplatz 6, 4400 steyr – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg l.Werndl-str.
leopold Werndl-straße 5, 8700 leoben

Kayla Krut (new)
university of michigan, michigan
vienna business school hamerlingplatz
hamerlingplatz 5-6, 1080 Wien – 
handelsakademie iii und handelsschule iv “vienna business school” der 
Wiener Kaufmannschaft haK has 
schönborngasse 3-5, 1080 Wien

Brittany Kyle (extension)
university of nebraska, nebraska
bundesgymnasium bg Klostergasse
Klostergasse 25, 1180 Wien – 
gymnasium albertus magnus schule der vereinigung von ordensschulen 
Österreichs
semperstraße 45, 1180 Wien

Aubrey Ann Lawrence (extension)
university of Puget sound, Washington
höhere gewerbliche bundeslehranstalt (fachrichtung tourismus) hgbla 
tourismus
langenloiser straße 22, 3500 Krems – 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule Krems
langenloiser stra0e 22, 3500 Krems

Kevin Lentz (new)
university of notre dame, indiana
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt Wien 10 Ettenreichgasse 54,  
1100 Wien – 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Pernerstorfergasse 77, 1100 Wien
 
Taylor Lenze (extension)
university of michigan-dearborn, michigan
bundesgymnasium bg
geblergasse 56, 1170 Wien
bundesgymnasium bg 
Parhamerplatz 18, 1170 Wien

Grace Lewallen (extension)
clemson university, south carolina
bundesbildungsanstalt f. Kindergartenpädagogik baKiP
lederergasse 32d, 4020 linz
bundesgymnasium und wirtschaftskundliches bundesrealgymnasium bg Wk brg
Körnerstraße 9, 4020 linz

Elin Limburg (new)
university of north carolina asheville, north carolina
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bregenz
hinterfeldgasse 19, 6900 bregenz

Amy Luskin (new)
university of massachusetts amherst, massachusetts
höhere landwirtschaftliche bundeslehranstalt hlbla
fernbach 37, 4490 st. florian/linz

Penelope Makeig (new)
musik und Kunst Privatuniversität der stadt Wien, non-us
Private Pädagogische hochschule – hochschulstiftung Erzdiözese Wien  
PPh-Ed-W
mayerweckstraße 1, 1210 Wien

Katherine Malanoski (new)
university of richmond, virginia
mary Ward Privatgymnasium und org
schneckgasse 3, 3100 st. Pölten
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
Eybnerstraße 23, 3100 st. Pölten

Jeremy Martinez (new) 
duke university, north carolina
höhere bundeslehranstalt für landwirtschaft und Ernährung hbla
Pitzelstätten, glantalstraße 59, 9061 Klagenfurt-Wölfnitz

Hal Matthews (extension)
Washington university in st. louis, missouri
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium unter besond. berücksichti-
gung der nusischen ausbildung (hib)
boerhaavegasse 15
1030 Wien
Privatschule gymnasium sacre coeur der schulstiftung der Erzdiözese Wien
rennweg 31, 1030 Wien

Julianne McAdams (new)
university of rochester, new york
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla leonding
limesstraße 12 – 14, 4060 leonding – 
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
landwiedstraße 80, 4020 linz

Ian McDaniel (new)
Western Washington university, Washington
höhere bundeslehr- und forschungsanstalt für landwirtschaft  
raumberg-gumpenstein hblfa  raumberg 38, 8952 irdning

Kelsey McDermott (new)
bates college, maine
sperlgymnasium brg2 Ks
Kleine sperlgasse 2c, 1020 Wien – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium brg/borg ver-
einsgasse 21-23
schellinggasse 13, 1010 

Robert McDonough (new)
la salle university, Pennsylvania
bundesbildungsanstalt für Kindergartenpädagogik baKiP
hubertusstraße 1, 9020 Klagenfurt - 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg 
mössingerstraße 25, 9020 Klagenfurt
 
Amanda McGilvray (extension)
university of new orleans, louisiana
Pädagogische hochschule oberösterreich Ph-ooE 
Kaplanhofstraße 40, 4020 linz
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Jonathan Suek (extension)
university of nebraska, nebraska
bundesbildungsanstalt für Kindergartenpädagogik baKiP
grottenhofstraße 150, 8052 graz-Wetzelsdorf - 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium mit modellversuch neue 
mittelschule bg brg/nms  
Klusemannstraße 5, 8053 graz

Ava Tessitore (new)
boston college, massachusetts
gymnasium der herz Jesu missionare 
schönleitenstraße 1, 5020 salzburg - 
fachschule für soziale berufe und höhere lehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe 
der caritas salzburg fs soz.ber. hla f. w. ber.
Eduard-heinrich-straße 2, 5020 salzburg

Elizabeth Thompson (new)
loyola university, illinois
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
Waldstraße 3, 3101 st. Pölten

Thomas Wagenet (new)
university of oregon, oregon
bundesgymnasium „salzburg-nonntal“ bg  Josef-Preis-allee 3,  
5020 salzburg – Wirtschaftskundliches bundesrealgymnasium Wk brg  
Josef-Preis-allee 5, 5020 salzburg

Sandra Walker (new)
boise state university, idaho
bundesrealgymnasium brg
gymnasiumstraße 10, 6600 reutte – 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
gymnasiumstraße 8, 6600 reutte

Hannah Wayne (new)
boston university, massachusetts
bundesgymnasium u. bundesrealgymnasium Wien 15
diefenbachgasse 15-27, 1150 Wien – 
Wiener islamisches gymnasium des vereines „solmit“ solidarisch miteinan-
der Wr. islam.gymnasium  solmit
rauchfangkehrergasse 34/6, 1150 Wien

John Weaver (new)
university of maryland, maryland
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
neudorfstraße 22, 6890 lustenau – 
bundesoberstufenralgymnasium ahs  messestraße 4, 6850 dornbirn

Sarah Weinbrom (new)
george Washington university, dc
höhere bundeslehranstalt für land- und Ernährungswirtschaft hbla  lEW 
Elmbergweg 65, 4040 linz

Paige Wendland (extension)
gonzage university, Washington
bg, brg und borg 22
Polgarstraße 24, 1220 Wien – 
bundesgymnasium, bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymna-
sium mit modellversuch neue mittelschule ahs/nms  contiweg 1, 1220 Wien

Christopher Wendt (new)
colgate university, new york
Pädagogische hochschule tirol Ph-tir  Pastorstraße 7, 6010 innsbruck

Kelli Wick (new)
colorado state university, colorado
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla lastenstraße 1,  
9020 Klagenfurt – höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
schulhausgasse 10, 9170 ferlach

Andrea Wilberding (new)
university of minnesota twin cities, minnesota
bundesbildungsanstalt für sozialpädagogik und Kindergartenpädagogik
dr.-theodor-Körner-straße 8, 3100 st. Pölten
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas  
Waldstraße 1, 3100 st. Pölten

Andrew Willett (new)
vassar college, new york
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg  heinemannstraße 12,  
3500 Krems – bundesrealgymnasium brg ringstraße
ringstraße 33, 3500 Krems

Clarisse Wilson (extension)
university of notre dame, indiana
bundesrealgymnasium brg 
adolf-Pichler-Platz 1, 6020 innsbruck – 
bundesrealgymnasium und bundesoberstufenrealgymnasium brg/borg  
Weissenbachgasse 37, 6410 telfs

Christoph Winter (new)
Western Washington university, Washington
höhere bundeslehranstalt für land- und Ernährungswirtschaft hbla lEW  
birkenweg 8, 6175 Kematen

William Wood (extension)
appalachian state university, north carolina
Pädagogische hochschule steiermark Ph-stmK  hasnerplatz 12, 8010 graz

Stephen Zaksewicz (extension)
vanderbilt university, tennessee
Europagymnasium auhof
aubrunnerwerg 4, 4040 linz

Katherine Quigley (extension)
boston college, massachusetts
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla
anton Ehrenfriedstraße 10, 2020 hollabrunn – 
höhere technische lehranstalt für lebensmitteltechnologie - lebensmittelsi-
cherheit des schulvereins
anton Ehrenfriedstraße 10, 2020 hollabrunn

Kiersten Remster (new)
university of dayton, ohio
Erzbischöfliches real- und aufbaugymnasium der schulstiftung der Erzdiözese 
Wien
Kirchenplatz 2, 2020 hollabrunn – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg  
reucklstraße 9, 2020 hollabrunn

Julia Richards (new)
georgia state university, georgia
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium gmunden
Keramikstraße 28, 4810 gmunden – 
brg/borg schloss traunsee
Pensionatsstraße 74, 4810 gmunden

Haley Ritzert (new)
american university, dc
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
gartenstraße 1, 9400 Wolfsberg - 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule völkermarkt - „praxis-hak 
völkermarkt“
mettingerstraße 16, 9199 völkermarkt

Cassidy Robertson (extension)
university of idaho, idaho
bundes-oberstufenrealgymnasium borg monsbergergasse 16, 8010 graz - 
modellschule graz  realgymnasium des vereins modellschule graz grg  
fröbelgasse 28, 8020 graz

Abbi Robocker (new)
Washington state university, Washington
hochschule für agrar- und umweltpädagogik Wien hauP  
angermayergasse 1, 1130 Wien

Jacob Rooney (extension)
university of vermont, vermont
höhere bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt für textilindustrie hblva  textilindustrie
spengergasse 20, 1050 Wien

Rachel Ruddick (new)
university of notre dame, indiana
höhere lehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
Pfarrgasse 6, 8330 feldbach - 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Pfarrgasse 6, 8330 feldbach

Victoria Salemme (new)
college of Wooster, ohio
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
technikerstraße 1-5, 2340 mödling

Erin Sankey (new)
ohio state university, ohio
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bgrg 
Zirkusgasse 48, 1020 Wien – 
sigmund freud-gymnasium bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium
Wohlmutstraße 3, 1020 Wien

Amelia Scarbrough (new)
hillsdale college, michigan
bundeshandelsakademie, bundeshandelsschule und bundesbildungsanstalt 
für Kindergartenpädagogik bhaK bhas baKiP
brückengasse 2, 8600 bruck an der mur – 
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla
viktor- Kaplan-straße 1, 8605 Kapfenberg

Kailyn Schmidt (new)
Elon university, north carolina
Evangelisches realgymnasium und oberstufenrealgymnasium des evangeli-
schen schulwerks oberschützen Evangelisches  rg org
g.a.Wimmer-Platz 2, 7432 oberschützen – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg  
hauptplatz 7, 7432 oberschützen

Matthew Schreiber (extension)
xavier university, ohio
höhere technische bundeslehranstalt htbla
grazerstraße 202, 8430 Kaindorf a.d. sulm – 
bundesgymnasium und bundesrealgymnasium bg brg
Wagnastraße 6, 8430 leibnitz

Laura Schuster (new)
university of north texas, texas
gymnasium und art-org st. ursula-salzburg
aigner straße 135, 5061 salzburg-glasenbach – 
höhere technische lehranstalt und fachschule für holzwirtschaft und säge-
technik des holztechnikums Kuchl htl holzwirtschaft
Jadorfer straße 136, 5431 Kuchl

Grace Shannon (new)
college of Wooster, ohio
Kirchliche Pädagogische hochschule - Edith stein (KPh-Es)
stifthof 1, 6422 stams
Privates katholisches oberstufenrealgymnasium des schulvereins der Kathari-
na lins schulen org barmh schwestern
Klostergasse 8, 6511 Zams

Joseph Sherry (extension)
rhode island college, rhode island
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe hbla w. berufe
dr. arthur-lemisch-straße 15, 9300 st. veit an der glan – 
bundesgymnasium tanzenberg
tanzenberg, 9063 maria saal

Alana Skellett (extension)
Kenyon college, ohio
höhere technische bundeslehr- und versuchsanstalt htblva
meierhofplatz 1, 7423 Pinkafeld – 
höhere lehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe
schulstraße 7, 7423 Pinkafeld

Groover Snell (new)
Whitman college, Washington
höhere bundeslehr-und versuchsanstalt für gartenbau hblva  
grünbergstraße 24, 1131 Wien

Marisa Spengeman (new)
university of north texas, texas
bundesgymnasium iii „musisches gymnasium salzburg“ bg iii 
haunspergstraße 77, 5020 salzburg – 
bundeshandelsakademie und bundeshandelsschule bhaK bhas
Watzmannstraße 39, 5110 oberndorf

Katie Steen (extension)
Whitman college, Washington
Private Pädagogische hochschule der stiftung der diözese graz-seckau 
PPh-d-graz  
lange gasse 2, 8010 graz

Amelia Stieren (new)
luther college, iowa
bundesbildungsanstalt für Kindergartenpädagogik baKiP
dornburggasse 93, 7400 oberwart – 
höhere bundeslehranstalt für wirtschaftliche berufe, tourismus, mode und 
bekleidungstechnik hbla w. berufe
badgasse 5, 7400 oberwart
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